The Real Judge Dee: Ti Jen-chieh and the T'ang Restoration of 705

Judge Dee, the urbane county magistrate whose cool detachment and superior intellect solved the sadistic crimes committed in his jurisdiction, probably has a larger international reputation than any other hero from China's past. The complex and, at least early in the process, ironical factors that lie behind his ascent to world-wide fame are, however, less widely known. The following pages describe how Ti Jen-chieh (630–700), the original historical figure, gave rise to a political legend, which, fully explored, offers a number of textual, political, and religious insights into the late-medieval period. They will show that Ti Jen-chieh's medieval reputation was essential to his much more recent, and largely fortuitous, international appearance as a fictional detective and judge.

The historical Ti Jen-chieh was a medieval statesman, whose career culminated at the late-seventh-century court of the usurping empress Wu 武后 (690–705). This was a period, in history as in fiction, of high drama, when the empress's Chou 周 dynasty, replacing the T'ang 唐 in 690, was threatened by a succession crisis and when China itself was menaced by hostile Khitan and Turkish forces to the north. For most of the thirteen centuries since his death, Ti Jen-chieh has been seen, not as a detective or judge, but as a T'ang loyalist at the Chou court, working assiduously for the restoration that took place five years after his death. His traditional reputation crystallized around two specific achievements: first he was held to have secured the eventual restoration of the T'ang house by persuading the empress Wu to recall her son the T'ang prince Li Hsien 李顯 from exile and make him heir-apparent, and second he was credited with recommending and instructing five officials, the so-called "Five Princes." These men murdered the Chang 張 brothers, the most notorious of the empress's favorites, early in 705, and so brought about the abdication of the
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death is straightforwardly described. Robert van Gulik, the creator in English fiction of Judge Dee, based his master detective on the first section of the Wu \textit{T'ai-chen suu ta ch'\i\n} 武則天大奇案, an anonymous Ch'ing novel in which the historical Ti Jen-chieh was the protagonist. Van Gulik himself translated the first half of the novel, and provided it with a scholarly introduction and some annotation. In the translation, Ti Jen-chieh and his henchmen are immediately recognizable to their Western language devotees as the models of the long series of brief novels that followed from van Gulik's pen. Van Gulik himself conceded that his Judge Dee, though based on this figure in Ch'ing fiction, owes little to his seventh-century origins. Another Dutch scholar, W. L. Idema, tracing the role of Ti Jen-chieh in popular literature, was also unable to establish any continuity between the historical Ti Jen-chieh and the detective in the first half of the Ch'ing novel.

Indeed, only one, laconically recorded, incident in Ti Jen-chieh's career as the earliest historical sources portray it suggests that he could solve legal cases.


First published as \textit{Dee Guan An}: Three Murder Cases Solved by Judge Dee (Tokyo: 1904). For the Chinese novel, see \textit{Wu T'ai-chen suu ta ch'\i\n} 武則天大奇案 (Shanghai: Chin-chang, 1939). See also van Gulik's \textit{"Translators Postscript", pp. 265-67, for other editions of this novel. For a translation of Ti Jen-chieh's biography in \textit{Hua T'ung shu} 華誥書, see Suzanne E. Codd, \textit{"The Real Judge Dee: An Annotated Translation of the Official Biography of Ti Jen-chieh in Ch. 15 of the New T'ang History}, Ph.D. thesis (University of California at Berkeley) (April 29, 1977). This paper permits the focus on the Chua T'ong shu biography that runs through the present article. I am grateful to Vicky Coss of the University of Colorado at Boulder for sending me a copy.


As deputy president of the Court of Justice in the late 760s, Ti was said to have pronounced, within the space of a year, on criminal charges facing 17,000 individuals, "and there were no plaints of injustice.

High-ranking officials in the Court of Justice, by virtue of their role in deciding capital cases, exerted a power that had wide social repercussions. The threat of action by wrongly sentenced individuals as vengeful ghosts made it especially likely that such judicial figures might be remembered in popular lore. But nothing further in the history of Ti Jen-chieh's reputation for the centuries after his death suggests that he was a figure in either a popular or an elite tradition of judicial case solving. See Chua T'ung shu 華誥書 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1975; hereafter \textit{CTS}) 39, p. 481; Chua T'ung shu 華誥書 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1975; hereafter \textit{TTH}) 718, p. 152; Hua T'ung shu 華誥書 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1975; hereafter \textit{HTS}) 152, p. 4057; Tu k'o shih 錢時志 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1983) C, p. 94. This information is not included in anecdotal or institutional sources that have entries for the Court of Justice. See Ti T'ung shu 薛誥書 (Taipei: Ch'ing-hua, 1954; hereafter \textit{TTH}) 171, p. 102; T'ung shu 補通 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1938; hereafter \textit{TSH}) 79, p. 714; and T'ung shu 補通 (Peking: Ch'ung-hua, 1935; hereafter \textit{TTH}) 66, p. 148, for the cases of Ti Chou 費超, Chu Wen-yen 華文淵, and Yen Jen-chung 許仁政. The three judicial case books identified by van Gulik as the oldest in the Chinese tradition, \textit{Liu shih 錢時志}, \textit{Chu yin t'ung shu 摯誥書}, and \textit{T'ung shu 胥誥書} do not mention any case involving Ti Jen-chieh. For the first two compilations, see Yang Feng-k'un 楊封昆, ed., \textit{Liu shih 錢時志}, for R. H. van Gulik, \textit{T'ung shu 胥誥書}, \textit{Parallel Cases from under the Peru-tree} (Lexden: E. J., Brill, 1956).
The image of Ti Jen-chien as a master detective is thus clearly a recent one. It represents a case of transposition: the author of the Ch’ing novel transferred to Ti Jen-chien the tradition of detective writing that had developed around such later historical figures as Judge Pao (Pao Cheng 包拯, 998–1061) and Judge Peng (P’eng P’eng 彭鏜, 1637–1704). As Edema suggests, in portraying Ti in this way, the author of Wu Tse-tien su shih’s probably intended simply to create an effective introduction to the second half of his novel. In this, Ti is portrayed in his traditional role as a court statesman and T’ang loyalist. Van Gulik, however, dismissed this section of the novel as inferior to the first and not deserving of attention. Judge Dee as a high court official therefore hardly figures in his stories.

Since his death, therefore, Ti Jen-chien has given rise to two traditions, not just one. The second, that of the master detective, is recent and, for all the pleasure that it affords, should be set aside as irrelevant to the historical Ti. But it is the contention of this article that the central theme in the first, more ancient, tradition of Ti, his loyalty under the empress Wu’s brief Chou dynasty to the supplicated T’ang house, was also based if not on fiction then at least on hearsay and on a distortion of the facts of his life and attitudes. It is argued that, beginning in the mid-eighth century, Ti’s achievements as a T’ang loyalist were significantly exaggerated. Unassailable facts about Ti’s career contributed to the growing legend, but it developed largely through romantic invention. Its success is to be related to deep-seated changes in the political world of China in the eighth and ninth centuries. These changes concern the attitudes of the medieval elite to a central concept in Chinese political philosophy, that of dynastic loyalty.

Exploration of Ti Jen-chien’s historical role and attitudes during the final years of the seventh century involves close scrutiny of a range of sources from the T’ang and Sung, including Ti’s own surviving works, formal historical material, epigraphic texts, verse, and anecdotal accounts. Particular attention will be paid to the textual history of his surviving memorials and of his official biography in Chiu T’ang shu 蕭國書, completed in its present form in 945. Neither a provincial detective nor a T’ang loyalist emerges from the sometimes conflicting evidence, but a figure of considerable interest nonetheless, a dynastic servant of energy and panache, a man who lived more dangerously than most at a time when high-level political life carried horrendous risks.


---

* CTS 47, p. 2075. HTS 50, p. 1600. HTS 59, p. 1540 lists a work entitled Chiu fan 藝苑 (Model for the Family) as by Ti Jen-chien.
hand, each helps account for the enormous authority that he came to have in the wider late-medieval world, and to which Fan Chih-yen’s encomium bears witness.

The Dispatch to Hsiang Yu

Ti’s “Announcement to the Hegemon Prince of Western Chi’u,” the first of these two texts, is a brief composition preserved in condensed form in the Ming-dynasty Shuo fa 說郛 and in some editions of the late-tenth-century T’ai ping kung chi 太平廣記. It leads immediately into a dramatic episode in the provincial phase of Ti’s career. Related to other similar incidents from other parts of China where he served, it helps explain an aspect of the reputation that he had in late-T’ang lore. In 688, Ti was appointed pacification commissioner (kuan fu shih 欽差使) for the province of Chiang-nan, charged with inspecting the vast areas south of the Yangtze. In this capacity he undertook a large-scale and particularly harsh suppression of local religious cults. One of the shrines that he destroyed was dedicated to the spirit of Hsiang Yu 士元, king of Chi’u 楚, the unsuccessful contender for the empire after the breakup of the Ch’in dynasty at the close of the third century BC.

The destruction of a cult that was held to have existed for nearly nine hundred years was not to be lightly undertaken. To achieve it, Ti cited the authority of the law in a written dispatch in which he directly addressed Hsiang Yu’s spirit. The text of this dispatch demonstrates knowledge of the original account of Hsiang Yu’s death on the banks of the Wu-chiang, contained in Shih chi 史記 and of Su-ma Ch’ien’s司馬遷 judgment on him. It contains a reason-able case for the suppression of Hsiang Yu’s cult. Ti Jen-ch’i-ch’i charged Hsiang Yu with having failed to recognize the destiny of the Han and the schedule of history, and with having caused the deaths of the “eight thousand young men” with whom he had originally left Chiang-tung 江東 on his bid for conquest. He argued that Hsiang Yu’s exclamation that “Heaven is destroying me” was a misapprehension: “[Your death] in truth derived from human actions; how could it have anything to do with destruction by Heaven?” Hsiang Yu was therefore not a fit subject for popular worship, and Ti was “sending the torch to destroy your shrine and to raze to level ground your halls and chambers. ... You should move away with all speed, and not bring about catastrophes for the people.”

This episode and Ti’s actual destruction of local cults in the south in 688 made a vivid impression on the T’ang mind, for both are attested in several sources. The most important of these is Feng shih wen chien chi 封氏聞見記, the reminiscences of a certain Feng Yen 封演, probably of early-ninth-century date. In a brief account of Ti’s suppression, Feng mentions the dispatch to Hsiang Yu’s spirit and echoes the charge that Hsiang Yu had caused the deaths of “eight thousand young men.” Thus he attests the text of the dispatch as it is contained in T’ai ping kung chi. Other texts of T’ang date that mention the suppression are the mid-eighth-century Ch’u yeh ch’en tsai 朝野象徵, by Chang Ch’o 張駱, the source also named in the Shuo fa version of the incident; a mid-eighteenth-century collection of anecdotes by Liu Su 劉鍾, the Sui T’ang shu hua 唐書嘉話; the Tu i chi 異史異聞 by Li Jung 李冗, of mid-to late-ninth-century date; T’ang hui yao 唐會要, and Ti Jen-ch’i-ch’i’s official biography in Ch’u T’ang shu. Less directly, the late-eighth-century Kuang i chi 廣異記, a particularly important collection for the witness it bears to Ti’s confrontations with the supernatural, also refers to Ti’s campaign of suppression.

---


b. For the original text from which Ti Jen-ch’i-chieh drew, see Shih chi (Shang-yu: Shang-wu, 1927) p. 296, hereafter SC 7, p. 296, for independent confirmation of Ti’s tenure as pacification commissioner in 688, see Feng shih wen chien chi (Shang-yu: Shang-wu, 1927) p. 296, for the period of Ti Jen-ch’i-chieh’s assessment, see SC 7, pp. 336-338. For the role of Fan Chih-yen’s encomium, quoted in Peking: Chung-hua, 1959, p. 296, see also “Yu-chi Chih shih Chiang Yun,” in Anhui Ch’u t’ung hsien hsien-wen t’ou-chih (Hua-yu sheng-shih) 11, pp. 148-153.

c. For the sources of the evidence for Ti’s campaign against the cults, see Shuo fa, p. 296, for TI’s role as pacification commissioner in 688, see Feng shih wen chien chi (Shang-yu: Shang-wu, 1927) p. 296, for the period of Ti Jen-ch’i-chieh’s assessment, see SC 7, pp. 336-338. For independent confirmation of Ti’s tenure as pacification commissioner in 688, see Feng shih wen chien chi (Shang-yu: Shang-wu, 1927) p. 336-338.
These texts establish that as pacification commissioner Ti put to the torch either 700 or 1,700 shrines for popular deities in south and southeast China. The accounts mention a small number of the deities by name, all of them historical figures: king Nan, the last of the Chou kings; king Fu-chi 夫犧 of Wu； the lord Ch'un-shen 春申； Chao T'o 趙佗, ruler of Nan 楚 in the early Han; the Later Han general Ma Yuan 馬援; and Sun T's'e 孫策, king of the San-kuo Wu 四國. Others, probably the majority, were for unnamed local gods of the far south, in some cases not even Chinese. Only the four cults of Hsia Yu 荒禹, Wu Tai-po 吳太伯, 赤帝 李札, and Wu Tai-hsi 孫子胥 were left untouched.

13 SC 4, pp. 150-51. The commentary, from the eighth-century Shih chi chuang 历史纂要 注疏, ascribed to Liu Po-chuang 劉伯章, as saying that the name Nan, meaning to flush red through shame, was an indication of his humilitating powerlessness. Ti may well have held that his performance as emperor did not merit his being a cult figure.

14 King Fu-chi of Wu was an actor in the drama in which Wu Tai-hsi was involved, and his conduct was far from exemplary. In the account given in SC 31, pp. 146-63, he advised his brother king Ho-lo 輾戮 of Wu to attack Chi'u, and then took the throne of Wu himself. When his brother returned to dispose of him, Fu-chi fled to Chi'u and was exiled at Tang-chi 唐池. Again it is possible to see how Ti, Jen-chhi might have objected to such a man being a cult figure.

15 For Lord Ch'un-shen, see SC 78, pp. 297-99. He was a minister of Chi for 25 years, whose decisions were controversial in later comment. He failed to accept the warning of Chiu Ying 蔡英 that Li Yuian 李固 might murder his death on King K'ung-k'o 考烈 of Chi. He was in the event murdered, and his property destroyed. For Su-ma Ch'en's comment, see SC 78, p. 2199. He was another figure who appealed to the literati imagination: see Choo Ch'un-ch'eng 趙存正, "Han hsiao Ch'un-shen ch'un miao chi" 韓孝章春申春苗記, inscribed dated 751, Ch'ien T'ung wen 全唐文 (pt. Taipai Hua-wen, 1965; hereafter CTW 9/6, pp. 198-216; Liu K'o 劉珂, "Tai Hsiao Ching yi Chi'u hsiao Ch'un-shen ch'un shu" 春申孝以楚子, SPTK chen, hereafter CTW 27/6, pp. 99-103; Tzu Mo 特牧, "Chun-shen chu shih" 春申楚使, in Fan chia shih shih chia chu 增江集 (Shanghai: Ku ch'i, 1973) 3, pp. 145-46; P'ien-hsien 皮氏, "Ch'un-shen ch'un pe" 春申春苗 (pt. Taipai Hua-wen, 1965), pp. 41-42.

16 Chao T'o, a former Chi general, established himself as king of Nan Yuieh in the early Han, but, on the arrival of Lu Chia 魯賈, the envoy of the emperor Wen, pleased to revert to vassal status. Nonetheless, within his own country he continued to be honored as emperor. See SC 113, pp. 295-70; Harold J. Niemes, Han Chinese Expansion in South China (Hambden, Connecticut: Shoe String Press, 1967), pp. 153-38; and Donald Harper, "A Chinese Demographic of the Third Century B.C.," HTMS 45 (1985), pp. 477-77.


18 For Sun T'se, see Sun kuo shih 三國志 (Peking: Chung-hua, 1939) 49, pp. 110-13.

19 For Hsia Yu, the patron ruler of high antiquity, see SC 5, pp. 49-50. He was a frequent subject for composition: a contemporary of Ti, the court writer Sung Chih-chung 晉之昂, wrote a prayer text for his temple; see Wen yüan yeng k'ao 文苑英華 (Peking: Chung-hua, 1866, hereafter WYK 9/6, pp. 22; also, 304, pp. 92-103, text by Sun T's'e.

20 For Wu Tai-po, see SC 31, pp. 1445-47. For an eighth-century tribute, see Wu Yu 吳筠, CTSh 8/3, pp. 956-59.

21 For Chia Ch'a, see SC 31, pp. 1449-63; p. 1475 gives Su-ma Ch'en's judgment. He was also a frequent topic for composition; see e.g. CTW 29/4, pp. 198-200, Kao Shao 龔肇, dated 722, and CTW 30/4, pp. 19-30, Chao Ch'ung-yung 趙崇 昇, dated 746.

22 For Wu Tai-hsi, see the thorough analysis by David Johnson, "The Wu Tai-hsi Pien-wen and Its Sources," HTMS 45 (1) pp. 93-158, and 46 (1) pp. 453-505.

Historians and social anthropologists of China have recently devoted significant research to the state's role in popular religion. They have established that the category of "improper offerings" (yin su 神祠) or "improper shrines" (yin ts'e 神祠), which was Ti's target, originates in the "Ch'u li 章理" section of the Li chi. They have shown that it was elaborated in the Confucian writing of the Later Han, and became a frequently used term in the Period of Disunion and in the T'ang itself. The category also figures in Taoist usage, where it designated those popular cults to which organized religious Taoism had not extended sanction. To a late-T'ang writer, advising officials, it was the absence of any written documentation that defined a cult as "improper":

If even the shrines of sacred peaks, seas, chen 鎮, famous mountains, and rivers are not at the places where they are officially established, and if they are not recorded in the literature, they are "improper offerings." If in life the performances of human beings have no merit to be acclaimed and in death no virtue to be used for exhortation, then [their worship] will constitute an "improper offering".

Suppression of "improper" cults is mentioned in official historical sources from Han times on. In popular lore, however, suppression carried a considerable risk, for it might provoke a response from the spirit whose shrine was destroyed. In practice, therefore, the T'ang administrative response to yin-su varied widely. A moderate approach was to attempt to modify local belief in unorthodox spirits by education. There is an example of Chang Wen-tsing 張文藻, a matter of perhaps no more than a decade before Ti Jen-chhi's suppression. As prefect of Chien-chou 越州 in present-day Fukien, in Kao-tsung's reign, Chang found that the people within his borders "had always set value on improper offerings" and neglected the statutory cults to the god of the soil. He therefore issued a "document of instruction," linking recent crop failures in the prefecture to the neglect of the agricultural offering. "He showed the people the regulations for restraint, and they gladly put them into practice." This approach was adopted by others, for example by Lo Hsiang 呂璜 as governor of Lu-chou.
It follows that Ti Jen-chi's action in banishing the spirit of Hsiang Yu by written dispatch, and in burning down his shrine was, by T'ang standards, more than usually harsh. It is, therefore, important to emphasize that it was not undertaken in a spirit of open scepticism about the supernatural. In his dispatch Ti did not dispute the existence of Hsiang Yu's spirit; rather he acted on the grounds that Hsiang Yu was an inappropriate subject for worship. His action has rightly been seen as the ruthless wielding of superior power, the assertion of central dynastic authority over a troublesome local spirit.

It is likely that in the cases of the seven other listed historical figures whose cults Ti Jen-chi suppressed, Ti also formally charged them and provided the political and moral reasons for their unacceptability. Thus a passage in Kuang i ch' i records a tradition that even in burning down the shrine of an unnamed aboriginal god in T'ain-chou, in present-day Canton province, Ti served the spirit with a written notice of its fate.

Moreover the exceptional and daring exercise of central authority that marked Ti's treatment of Hsiang Yu characterizes a whole group of accounts of his confrontation with local spirits in provincial T'ang China. In these episodes, he prevailed over, demoted, or dismissed the spirits he encountered and remained unsated. The episodes are recorded mainly in Kuang i ch'i; but several other sources, some from the eighth century, contain them.

The earliest such encounter is recorded in almost as much detail as Ti's confrontation with Hsiang Yu, and indeed immediately precedes it in several sources. It took place in 673, at least nine years before Ti suppressed the "improper" cults in the south. The emperor Kao-tung was about to make a progress north to Fen-yang 汾陽, near T'ai-yüan 太原 in modern Shanxi, the home of both Li Yuan 李淵, the T'ang founder, and Ti's own family. Ti was commissioned, in a junior capacity, to arrange the journey.

The route of the imperial progress involved passing by the shrine of another troublesome spirit, the Jealous Goddess (Tu shen 養神) at Fen-yang 汾陰. Tradition maintained that this goddess was the younger sister of the ancient hero Chieh Chih-t'ai 介之推. She was represented by a statue in her shrine and by a nearby spring. It was believed that she would take revenge on any who slighted her, bringing down hail, storms, or thunder. The senior administrator of Ping-chou 并州, Li Yuan-ch'ung 李元沖, had undertaken to ensure that Kao-tung's visit would not risk such humiliation by opening up a bypass route.

suggests a ruined temple; see Chao shang-yen shi 禮上人集 (SPTK edn.) 10, p. 1b. For Mu Yuan, see Suttin, "A Case of Literati Piety." For Lord Ch'iu's vision, see n. 15, above, inscriptions commemorating repair of his temple in 754.

using corvée labor on a large scale. But Ti Jen-chieh had intervened in the name of a higher authority, stating that:

The Son of Heaven's progresses have a thousand carriages and ten thousand caddies. The Earl of the Wind pacifies the dust and the Master of the Rain sprinkles the road. How could the Jealous Goddess dare to do harm, that he should wish to take avoiding action over her?

The construction of the alternative route was then abandoned. A note that is contained in T'ung tien 通典, in connection with another imperial visit to Fen-yin, by the emperor Hsuan-tsung in 793, mentions that under the empress Wu a goddess's statue had been removed from the shrine, and another divinity installed instead. It seems likely, therefore, that Ti Jen-chieh's intervention led to the temporary suspension of the cult. However, the premises survived the An Lu-shan rebellion, and by the second half of the eighth century the Jealous Goddess was again being worshipped: there exists a lengthy inscription dedicated to her dated 776. Again, therefore, Ti was in the long term unsuccessful in curbing a troublesome local divinity. But again, viewed closely in its context, his initiative was unusually bold: not only did he put down a disruptive spirit, he also prevailed over Li Yuan-ch'ung, the senior administrator of Ping-chou, a man who seems likely to have been a Lü T'ang clansman and the nephew of one of the great dynastic servants of T'ai-tsung's reign. From both encounters, moreover, Ti remained unharmed.

Several other incidents demonstrate Ti Jen-chieh's role in exerting authority in the supernatural domain in provincial China. One of these, again recorded in Kuang i chi, involved his suppression in 688 of the aboriginal deity at T'uan-chou, to whom he served a written notice. In this episode, he was on the point of having his agents set to the torch the deity's shrine. But "those who entered the shrine died immediately." Ti nonetheless called for those able to burn down the shrine, offering them 100,000 cash, and obtained two volunteers. He provided them with a written order, so that the spirit became inactive and the temple was burnt.

On his way back to the capital, however, at Pien-chou 釗州, Ti was told by "a man who could see ghosts" that he was being followed by a ghost who sought revenge for the burning of its shrine. But his informant reassured Ti that he was on the point of being given high central office, and that, with a retinue of over twenty ghosts providing for his own safety, he was in no danger of harm. "After a while, the spirit went back to Ling-nan." In a different way, this episode again shows that Ti was the representative of the central government who prevailed over a local spirit precisely because he had greater authority. The T'uan-chou spirit gave up its pursuit of him as he neared the capital, powerless in the knowledge that he was destined for high office at the center of both political and supernatural power. Since Ti did not have jurisdiction in Ling-nan, this story also suggests that traditions deriving from his suppression in Chiang-nan had spread to nearby areas.

Another account in Kuang i chi similarly emphasizes Ti's authority in the face of the supernatural. The incident, which may be dated to 686, concerns his arrival as governor of Ning-chou 宁州, in present-day Kansu. The governor's residence was haunted, and more than ten incumbents had died. Ti was informed on arrival that the house had been abandoned and had become dilapidated, so that it was no longer habitable. But refusing to accept this situation, Ti had the original residence repaired. For strange manifestations. Stung to anger, he remarked, "I am the prefect and this is my house. ... If you are a spirit, obey the true teaching forthwith. If you are a demon, how dare you interfere with me?" In a moment, a ghost, fully clothed, came out and identified himself as the official of a previous reign, buried under a tree on the west side, his corporeal soul (p'o 魂) pierced by the tree's roots. He had wished to state his case to Ti's predecessors, but they had died and he had not been able to reach them. Ti assered to his request for reburial elsewhere, and the activities ceased.

Yet another incident, comparable in the light it throws on Ti's relations with the supernatural, may perhaps be dated 696. Ti Jen-chieh was then overall
commander (tsu-tu 部督) at Yu-chou 幽州, in modern Hopei. In the neighboring province of Ho-tung 河東, present-day Shansi, a sophora tree had been split open by lightning, and it was believed that a thunder god had been squeezed in the tree. Ti Jen-chieh set out with a retinue; but as they approached, his followers all shied away, so that he went up to the tree on a single mount, and dealt successfully with the spirit. Again, as in the case of Yuan-chou, the setting was outside Ti's actual jurisdiction, and this again suggests that stories of his power over the supernatural had spread beyond the areas he administered.

A final, later story, also from Kuang i chi, is important in two respects. It indicates that Ti's general reputation was still very much alive in the fifth decade of the eighth century; and it also shows that by this time he had, in popular lore, crossed over the divide between the living and the dead, and was active among the "unseen authorities" beyond. Huo Yu-lin 霍有郎, a junior officer in Chi 汀, had died and in the underworld been mistakenly charged with taking the kidneys from a living sheep, in order to gratify his local superior's appetite. Released to return to life, on his return journey he saw a court entitled "The Grand Censor's Court." His guide informed him that the grand censor in question had been Ti Jen-chieh. Huo Yu-lin was Ti's maternal nephew, and he requested to be allowed to see Ti. An emotional interview took place, and Ti ratified the appointment as chief minister of Li Shih-chih 李適之 (d. 747). He then gave Huo two pills to apply to parts of his body that had decayed since his death. Huo, returning to life after seven days, rubbed on the preparation, and the affected parts were cured. Li Shih-chih was in fact appointed chief minister about a month later.

The tradition that Ti was skilled in medicine cannot be attested by any text attributed to him. But it is strengthened by two other anecdotes, one from early in his career and another from near its close. In the Hsien-ch'ung 顯慶 reign period (659-661), he was said to have used acupuncture to cure a boy with an apparently terminal tumor of the nose. Ti then rejected the large reward offered and left the scene of his success. In the second, which has a capital rather than a provincial setting, Ti described a young scholar, Yuan Hsing-ch'ung 元行沖, as "an item in my medicine store not to be left out for a single day," because of his ability to deliver astringent advice.

How literally true some of these anecdotes were is not altogether important; their "outer stories" are in most cases factual, for the narrative frames in which they are set are largely compatible with what is known of Ti's official career. But anecdotes of this kind from the medieval period take the form of discrete episodes, and very rarely generalize or contain more than minimal parenthetical information about their subjects. The recurrent theme of Ti's toughness is therefore never explicitly characterized. There is also a conspicuous lack in these stories of references to the predominant late-medieval theme of his loyalty to the T'ang house, even though neither Kuang i chi nor Peng shih wen chien chi was oblivious to the events and personalities surrounding the empress Wu and her court.

Explored in its wider context, Ti's composition on Hsiang Yu suggests that he was a courageous official effective both in the supernatural and administrative realms. Unlike many others, he survived these confrontations victorious and unscathed. The text, too, that he could achieve a remarkable cure before his official career had even begun and that as a junior official he could confront a senior administrator means that he was, in T'ang lore, not simply the agent of central power, but emphatically a heroic individual in his own right.

Concern for Popular Welfare

The second provincial text that purports to be from Ti Jen-chieh's own hand is a much less reliable document than his dispatch to Hsiang Yu. But whether authentic or not, it points to another aspect of his wider reputation from early times, his concern for popular well-being. The text purports to be a memorial submission asking for tax remission for the people of Peng-tse on the grounds of crop failure through lack of rain. The earliest version of it is contained in the Peng-tse county gazetteer of 1582. This also prints a note dated 1344 by a scholar of the Yuan period, Wang Kuo-fu 王國符. In this note, Wang mentions producing a version of the text in the hand of a calligrapher, Lu [Ju-lin] 陸居林, clearly a contemporary or earlier figure.

The grounds for suspicion about the memorial's authenticity are that it is not mentioned in either of Ti's official biographies, though all the other extant

been interested in medicine; see TPKC 143, pp. 199-203, quoting Tu ming bu 定命錄, an anecdote in which at Ren-chou 梁州 he delays his journey to his place of banishment "to treat sickness," but is hastened on by the magistrature Huo Hsien-ko. 

* Dunridge, "Yuch'ih Chuang," p. 43.


* The text is copied into CTW 163, pp. 8a-8b, under the title "Memorial Requesting the Remission of the People's Grain Tax." See also Peng te he huang shih 5, p. 38.

* CTW 700, pp. 228-229, Pao F'ei is tuan juan 覆Bin chronicle (TSCC edn.) 15, p. 439, quoting Fu chi for ia 濃資政錄. Pi t'ou san san does not include this item.
memorials by Ti are either incorporated or referred to in them. Nor is it referred to in other eighth- or ninth-century compilations that include material about Ti. The commemorative texts written for engraving and erection at Peng-tse in 684 by Pi Jih-hsiu 皮日休 (ca. 834-883) and in 1038 by Fan Chung-yen 樊重顯 do not mention this memorial, though the former survives only in a fragmentary state.

The earliest reference to the Peng-tse memorial would seem to be in the Southern Sung geographical handbook Yu ti chi sheng 與地紀勝, compiled by Wang Hsiang-chih 王象之 with an author’s preface dated 1208. This text explains that the Southern Sung state promoted the cult of Ti Jen-chieh at Peng-tse: in 1137 the emperor conferred on Ti’s temple the title “Illustrious and Upright” (Hsien cheng 顯正). Yu ti chi sheng also records that “in the T’ien-shou 天授 period (690-692), Ti Jen-chieh had been slandered by Lai Chun-ch’ en 来俊臣, and was banished to be magistrate of Peng-tse.” On arrival at Peng-tse, it continues, Ti made a statue of the dead T’ang emperor Kao-tsung and presented twice-monthly offerings to it:

He was in this post for five years. ... The record [composed] for his shrine states, ... Since it had not rained for a long time, he submitted a memorial asking for the remission of one year’s grain tax for his prefecture. Wu Tse-tien allowed this. In addition, he released prisoners so that they returned [home] in due time. The people of the prefecture were moved and set up a shrine for him.

The lateness of this, the earliest reference to a memorial from Peng-tse, the parently fanciful detail about Ti’s offerings to a statue of Kao-tsung, and the fact that no version of the text itself can be proven to be earlier than the Yuan period all justify suspicion that the memorial text may have been fabricated in the Southern Sung to amplify the cult to Ti. This amplification, in turn, may be related to the Southern Sung dynasty’s need at a time of acute crisis to identify and exalt exemplary loyalty.60

Despite its probable spuriousness, the Peng-tse text articulates the theme of Ti Jen-chieh’s concern for popular welfare that other, unquestionably authentic, texts and biographical records bear out in some detail. The early-ninth-century anecdotal collection Ta T’ang hsin yu 大唐新語 suggests Ti’s ability to cut through normal legal procedures and attitudes in order to restore confidence in government. It records that as a commissioner at Ch’i-chou 棣州 in present-day Shensi, Ti encountered several hundred deserters who plundered by night and hid in the valleys by day. The prefectural and county authorities had caught several tens of them, before Ti interceded. He argued that “these are men who have reached the end of the road. If you do not treat them leniently, there will be disaster.” He then put clear notices on the important routes, permitting them to confess, and had those already bound in jail released, provisioning them and sending them on their way. Kao-tsung commended the policy, which was then extended empire-wide.60

Then probably in 686, as governor of Ning-chou, Ti “brought peace and harmony to Chinese and barbarian, so that the people found a spirit of rejoicing. The people of the commandery engraved a stele in praise of his virtue.”61 Early in 688, as vice-president of the Board of Works, he was one of three commissioners for famine relief in the provinces of Shan-tung and Ho-nan.62 Later in 688, as governor of Yü-chou 涿州, following the abortive rebellion of Li Chen 李貞, the prince of Yii-ch 濟, against the empress Wu, he pleaded for clemency for the 600-700 under prosecution and the 5,000 under threat of dispossession. Again, this is said to have resulted in a popular expression of gratitude. Another stele was erected in praise of Ti, this time in Peng-chou 薊州 in present-day Suiyuan, where, after their execution had been commuted, the rebels had been banished.63 This was an intervention that concerned participants in a purely political rebellion. Nearly a century later, when Ti Jen-chieh had become a loyalist hero, this plea was to be invocated as a precedent, in an effort to secure clemency for collaborators in the far more destructive political rebellion of An Lu-shan.

During this same incident at Yu-chou, Ti intervened to persuade the chief minister Chang Kuang-fu 張光輔, who led a force of 300,000 that crushed the rebellion of prince Chen, not to allow looting and the massacre of the people. A stele was again erected for him there, though its date is less certain. A late-T’ang story, preserved in Liu Pin-k’ o’s chu hua lu 劉賓客文録, records a miraculous event relating to this stele and to another near it. This second stele, which stood facing the one for Ti, commemorated the good government of Yü-chou of the dubiously loyal Wu Shao-ch’ eng 吳少誠 (750-809). Wu Shao-ch’ eng

60 Yu ti chi sheng 與地紀勝 (pt. Taipei: Wenhai, 1966) 30, pp. 105, 120. There is valuable background information to this measure in Valerie Hansen, Changing Gods in Medieval China 1127-1276 (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 1990) esp. pp. 99-104. This memorial should not be confused with the request for cessation of tax shipments from Ch’ung-nan that Ti made at the end of his career; see n. 61, below. A related local tradition about Ti at Peng-tse is recorded in Ho-k’ou hsin chuik 胡口縣志 (1756 edn.), rpt. in Ch’ung-hua fang-ch’ i wu-ch’ ao, pp. 531-2.

61 TTHY 4, pp. 63-64.

62 TTHY 9, p. 139, TTKK 977, pp. 238-239; CTS 89, p. 288; HTS 117, p. 4252; TCTC 203, p. 644, suggesting the date of 685. TTKK 830, p. 15b, contains the same account as CTS, but with the name of the prefecture missing.

63 CTS 6, p. 118. This is not mentioned in Ti’s CTS biography.

64 TTHY 4, p. 66; CTS 89, p. 288; TTKK 518, p. 15b; TCTC 204, p. 6452.
was a fictive kinsman of the rebel Wu Yuan-chi 吳元濟 (fl. 817), a provincial warlord based at Yu-chou (named Ts'ai-chou 蔡州 after 762) against whom imperial forces took the field in the celebrated Huai-hai 淮西 campaign of 815-817. In the course of this campaign, a series of portents had taken place at Ts'ai-chou. Then finally: “The Wu stele sweated and turned to clay, while the stele for Ti [Jen-chieh] remained as before.” Engraved steles, this anecdote suggests, had supernatural properties. If, like the text for Wu Shao-ch'eng, they commemorated men contaminated by association with rebellion, they might, when imperial authority was reasserted, dramatically and spontaneously decay. A monument to a man of true uprightness and loyalty, like Ti Jen-chieh, on the other hand, was unaffected by such corrosive forces.

There are further examples of Ti Jen-chieh’s concern for popular welfare. As prefect of Wei-chou 魏州 in present-day Hopei in 696-697, a tenure that followed his magistracy at Peng-tse, Ti encouraged the people to continue normal farming activities in the face of the Khitan threat, rather than force them to withdraw to the towns, as his predecessor in office had done. The people erected a stele and built a shrine for him. In a memorial submitted in 698 as overall commander in Ho-pei 河北, Ti asked for special clemency for the people in his jurisdiction, then under threat from barbarian power to the north and in a state of disaffection towards Chinese dynastic authority. In one of a number of instances in which he asked for clemency for individuals, finally, Ti pleaded successfully for the life of Li K'ai-ku 李楷固, a junior Khitan general who defected to the Chou and later gave valuable service to the dynasty. The empress Wu expressed gratitude to Ti at a banquet in 700, the last year of his life.

It is of course difficult to assess these successive testimonies to Ti’s concern for clemency and popular welfare. There was, even among his contemporaries, and certainly later, cynicism about the attitudes behind the erection of steles in praise of local administrators. At a time when disaffection in various sectors of society was taken as a serious threat, Ti’s concerns may have been as much a matter of political calculation as of real solicitude. But the number of recorded monuments for him was unsurpassed in the documentation provided by Chia T'ang shu and other sources for any other late-seventh-century official. Even among a largely illiterate population, the display of these widely dispersed texts, with the supernatural powers that tradition accorded them, must surely have spread his fame.

Memorials to the Empress

The remaining texts transmitted as the works of Ti Jen-chieh all derive from the final stage of his career, when he served in high court or field-command posts. This last phase of his life has given rise not only to the tradition of his loyalty to the T'ang but also to a rich body of lore, much of it patently fanciful yet of great charm. The court in the final years of the empress Wu's reign was a very different environment from the provincial world of turbulent local spirits or disaffiliated populations in need of protection. Yet, refracted through hearsay and storytelling, it appealed no less vividly to T'ang tradition. From 697, the court was dominated by the notorious favorites Chang Ch'ang-tung 張昌宗 and Chang I-chih 張易之, who stood for unprecedented dissipation and frivolity, and by the empress Wu's nephews, the politically ambitious Wu princes. Several of the stories about Ti from this period involve his confronting the Chings or the Wu princes and showing, through his quick wittness and exemplary self-restraint, his superiority over them.

The texts by Ti that survive from this period, six in number, are, however, untouched by such lore. Four are policy recommendations and were transcribed into official compilations, probably at an early date. The remaining two, less directly political in content, were engraved in stone in the final year of Ti’s life. In the search for the real Ti Jen-chieh, this small group of surviving works plays a central role. Three in particular strongly suggest that Ti was not the resolute T'ang loyalist that later tradition held him to be.
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The four policy memorials form a homogeneous group. In them, Ti Jen-chieh urged the unwisdom of expansion beyond the traditional borders of China and the folly of grandiose religious building projects. Just over a decade after Ti's death, in the first years of Hsuan-tsung's reign, these principles were among the ideals of particular concern to a group of senior officials, some of them historians, led by Ti's former political ally Yau Ch'ung 奧崇 and by Sung Ching 宋慶. Their appeal to this group in turn may explain their incorporation into the official records.60

The first memorial was submitted late in 697. Its background was the threat to dynastic power gathering on China's northeastern borders. From 696, first the disaffected Khitan, and then the Turks under the leadership of Mo-ch' o 默啜, made incursions into the northeastern plain, and at the same time tried actively to intervene in dynastic politics. Both groups were involved in the succession crisis of 696-698. Both proclaimed their preference for the Li-T'ang dynasty over the Wu-Chou. Ti, from being governor of Wei-chou, had been appointed overall commander of Yu-chou, with headquarters at modern Peking. From there he had been brought back to court with the post of vice-president of the Chancellery (tuan t'ai shih lang 傳薦侍郎). His advice on the northeastern frontier therefore had the benefit of first-hand experience.

This first memorial is a plea to abandon expansionist aims in both the far west and the northeast. Ti drew up arguments from history for a policy that required China to remain within her traditional borders. He argued that the "Four Garrisons" of Kucha, Khotan, Kashgar, and Tokmak should be abandoned and that the An-tung 安東 protectorate in the northeast should be entrusted to the Korean kingdom of Kao-li 高麗. Describing the possession of unproductive foreign territory as extravagant and vainglorious, he cited the Han emperors Yuan 元, who had disengaged from the commandery of Chu-yai 琥毅 in Hainan in 47 BC and Hsuan 蒙, who had abandoned Chu-shih 車始 in present-day Sinkiang to the Hsiung-nu 匈奴 in 64 BC.

As well as occurring in Ch'u T'ang shu and Ti's fu yuan kuei, commissioned in 1005, this memorial is included in Wen yuán ying hua, commissioned in 982, and T'ang wen t'ai, completed in 1011. It is given in the same form in all four, and there are only minor, single- or two-character variations in the texts. Both Ch'u T'ang shu and Ti's fu yuan kuei give the memorial the same narrative frame, and relate that Ti also submitted a memorial asking for the abolition of the An-tung protectorate, the restoration of the Korean kingdom of Kao-li as a T'ang dependent state, and the cessation of tax shipments from Ch'ang-nan. The memorial also occurs in a longer form in T'ang hui yuán, completed in 961, where it is given an almost certainly inaccurate date and a more specific context. In this version, Ti's arguments were countered in a long statement by the court scholar Ts'ui Jung 崖巖.

The second memorial is a plea, dated late in 698, for a special act of leniency towards the people of Ho-pei. In that year, the situation with the Turks reached a crisis: Mo-ch' o, resentful of having been offered a Wu prince in marriage to one of his daughters instead of a Li prince, invaded Ho-pei. Chinese armies were at first unsuccessful against him. Only in the ninth month, after Li Hsien had been declared heir-apparent, was the Chou dynasty able to muster enough forces to deter the Turks and force their retreat. The heir-apparent did not lead the armies in person; this task fell rather to Ti Jen-chieh, and Ti's memorial was submitted when he held field command in Ho-pei. The memorial is the first composition by Ti that contains evidence for his attitude to the Chou.

The third memorial also concerned the northeastern frontier. It was probably submitted in 699, after Ti returned to Lo-yang from his Ho-pei field command. In it, Ti asked for the dismissal of Hsiu-hch 雪訥, who had been appointed protector general of An-tung in 698, the abolition of the An-tung protectorate, and the restoration of Kao-li in Korea as a dependent state. Ti likened the possession of territory in the east to having a serpent in one's hand. He again cited the examples of the Han emperors Yuan and Hsuan, who had abandoned far-off conquered territory.

This third memorial is unique among the four because it is not contained
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60 These concerns are listed in Yau Ch'ung 奥崇 "Shih shih yao shuo" 十事要說, for which see HTS 14, p. 4383, and CTW 206, pp. 143 ff. Other concerns that Yu lists include irregularities in the court, favoritism, excessive power in the hands of imperial relatives and the danger of too intimate a relationship between sovereign and high ministers, all of which play a part in the Ti story. See also the note in Ts Ch'un-po's poem "The Old Man of Hain-feng with the Bear Arm," Ts Ch'un-po's 谷來易集 (Peking: Chung-hua, 1937), p. 62.
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61 CTS 89, pp. 2889-91; THY 73, pp. 136-27; TTK 991, pp. 123-141b; WYYH 994, pp. 8a-8b; WNY 37, pp. 8a-10b; TCC 906, pp. 6523; R. W. L. Guiso, Wu T'ai-t'ien and the Politics of Legitimation in T'ang China (Bellingham: Western Washington, 1978), pp. 144-45; and notes. Denis Twitchett, ed., The Cambridge History of China: Sui and T'ang China 581-906 (Cambridge: Cambridge U.P., 1979).Part 1, p. 311. The THY text differs substantially from the other versions in two respects. First, it places the memorial in the context of a court discussion about the value of obtaining the "Four Garrisons" reassured by the general Wang Hsiao-ch'ao 王孝超 in 692 (see TCC 203, pp. 5678-88). It then has a long discussion by Ts'ui Jung 崖巖 as historian of the right (hu shih 右史) opposing Ti's position, for which see also WYYH 769, pp. 9b-10a. Second, the text itself differs, including a citation from Tme hui lu 塔陵録 absent from the other five versions. The THY date of 693 conflicts with the dates mentioned, since Ti Jen-chieh, according to CTS 89, p. 2889, was appointed vice-president of the Chancellery only in 699, while Ts'ui Jung was historian of the right probably in the late 690s (see CTS 94, pp. 996-95, and Denis Twitchett, "A Confucian's View of the Taxation of Commerce: Ts'ui Jung's Memorial of 703," RSOAS 26 (1973), p. 497). For Ti's references to Han history, see TCC 28, pp. 507-51, and 29, pp. 837-29.
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62 CTS 89, p. 2892; THY 77, pp. 144-15; TTK 912, pp. 219-226; WYYH 994, p. 112; TCC 206, p. 5336.
in Ti's 'Chiu T'ang shu' biography or in 'T'ie fu yuian kuei,' but in the early-nineteenth-century 'T'ang tien,' in 'T'ang hui yao,' and in an early-Sung geographical treatise, entitled 'T'ai-p'ing huan yu chi.' The most plausible explanation for the separate transmission of this memorial would seem to be that it was collected by Liu Chih. Because the compiler of the institutional compendium 'Chung tien' used the misspelling of Ti Jen-chieh's works during the An Lu-shan rebellion. Liu Chih is believed to have advocated the same radical separation of the Chinese and barbarian worlds that this memorial argued. From 'Chung tien,' Ti's text would then have been copied into 'T'ang tien,' in the slightly condensed form in which it is now represented there, and in a fuller version, into 'Hui yao.' Because to some extent it repeated the argument and content, even to the use of some of the historical allusions, of the first memorial, it may not have been considered worth including alongside it in Ti's 'Chiu T'ang shu' biography and in 'T'ie fu yuian kuei.' It is almost certainly one of the memorials referred to in the biography's narrative remarks following the first memorial. It is also the only one of Ti's four extant memorials that Ssu-ma Kuang omitted from 'Tzu chih t'ang chien.'

The fourth memorial, submitted just weeks before Ti's death in late 700, attacked a proposal to exact a special tax on Buddhist clergy to meet the cost of a large statue of the Buddha. It is one of several memorials submitted by officials from this period protesting against expenditure on Buddhist projects. The text is contained in Ti's 'Chiu T'ang shu' biography, in 'T'ie fu yuian kuei,' in 'T'ang wen ts'tai,' and in 'T'ang hui yao.' The 'T'ang hui yao' version is shorter by a few sentences. The 'T'ie fu yuian kuei' and 'Chiu T'ang shu' versions agree but for single- or two-character variations that do not affect the sense. A later Buddhist source, the Yuan-dynasty 'Fo tsu li tai t'ang tsai' contains a condensed version of the text and states that the statue was for the Pai-ma White Horse slope.

It is the second memorial, then, pleading for compassion in Ho-pei, that is important to the argument of this article, for it contains an explicit statement of Ti's attitude to the Chou dynasty. As well as being contained in his 'Chiu T'ang shu' biography, the memorial is also entered in 'T'ie fu yuian kuei,' 'Wen yuian ying hua,' and 'T'ang hui yao.' The texts, however, vary significantly. The 'T'ie fu yuian kuei' version contains a paragraph that is omitted from the 'Chiu T'ang shu,' 'T'ang hui yao,' and 'Wen yuian ying hua' versions. This paragraph includes a statement in which Ti clearly commits himself to the Chou dynasty in preference to the 'T'ang.' The passage reads:

The people are like water. If you block it, it forms pools. If you channel it, it forms rivers. That should pass through barriers or follow in a current is not automatically part of its unvarying nature. Let me use the 'T'ang' dynasty as an illustration, for it is the mirror of 'Yin' not far distant.' In Ho-pei and Ho-nan at the time there were labor levies for the construction of the [construction of the Kung-ling] mausoleum for the heir-apparent Li Hung. The authorities used coercion, and their harshness went beyond the regulations. Titles and stones were thrown down in disorder, and in an instant the labor force fled away. Surely this was because their strength was exhausted and they had become resentful, and had lost their fear of what the documents of punishment might bring. But men are not all of this category. Fortunately, we experienced the setting aside of the 'T'ang,' and now the Great Chou has made men pure again. If we were to lack the gracious virtues of compassion and reciprocation, how could we open the road for self-renewal?

Here then is an indication that Ti Jen-chieh, at least in his public pronouncements, was an open supporter of the Chou dynasty. There are, too, factors in the situation that Ti analyzed in this memorial that make his commitment the more significant. These concern the role that Ho-pei played in precisely the issue over which later tradition accorded Ti the fullest honors, namely the restoration of Li Hsien to the heir-apparency late in 698.

The memorial states that in 675, the year when the Kung-ling mausoleum for the heir-apparent Li Hung had been constructed, the labor force had rioted and anti-'T'ang' sentiment had flared among the population of Ho-nan and Ho-pei. The episode of the Kung-ling mausoleum for Li Hung, the heir-apparent, who died suddenly in 675, is confirmed in CTS 96, p. 219. We Chi is mentioned, who was in charge of construction, chained with Ti, a consistent advocate of moderation in building projects, over other projects, see CTS 89, p. 887. A satellite burial at Kung-ling is mentioned in CTS 85, p. 216. Kung-ling was in Kou-shih, east of Lo-yang, near Mount Sung, and became a favorite area for the empress Wu in the final years of the seventh century.
pe from which it had been drawn. It does not point out, however, that by the final decade of the century, their attitude to the T'ang had been reversed, a change brought about in part by the conduct of the Wu princes in military campaigns against the barbarians to the north. Wu San-sui and Wu Yu-i 武威, who were commissioned in 696 to resist the threat, had both proved ineffectual. It was against this background, of a Chinese population in Ho-pei made restive by military incompetence and brutality, that Ti Jen-chi-eh had been appointed governor of Wei-chou in 696. In 697, when Ti was still governor of Wei-chou, the situation had further deteriorated: Wu I-tsong 武則宗 had behaved with extreme cruelty against the Chinese population of Ho-pei, and Ti Jen-chi-eh must have come close to witnessing his excesses.  

The low standing of the Wu clan in Ho-pei also affected popular attitudes nearer the capital. When the newly invested heir-apparent Li Hsien was put in nominal charge of the campaign late in 698, the long-standing problem in mustering troops was said immediately to have been solved. Ti was put in overall command of the resulting forces, and led them in the field. It was in this context that he submitted his memorial.

The Ho-pei population for which Ti now asked for special leniency had therefore changed from its earlier anti-T'ang outlook to an anti-Chou, pro-T'ang, attitude. It is therefore surprising that Ti should have included in his plea for leniency a reference to the anti-T'ang Kung-ling riots of 675 and an emphatic statement that the Chou was morally superior to the T'ang. Such a statement, given the context, is not likely to have come from a man deeply committed to using all available political means to achieve the restoration of the T'ang.

The Ti's fei yuan kwei paragraph of the memorial is so strikingly at odds with Ti's accepted reputation as an advocate of T'ang restoration that further analysis of its origin and transmission should be undertaken. It is particularly important to establish, in making this excursion into textual history, whether or not this was an early version of the memorial, one that preserved indications of Ti's outlook that later versions edited out.

The fact that the Ti's fei yuan kwei version is the fullest strongly suggests that its editors drew it from a source prior to the Chia T'ang shu biography of Ti. For theirs was an editorial and compilatory discipline that emphasized the copying in of official documents. Copying, moreover, if not verbatim, tended to involve extracting or condensing, rarely if ever, expanding. In this tradition, therefore, fuller versions almost certainly mean earlier ones. There are grounds for believing that in this case the fuller source was one of three possibilities: the shih-ku 貴錄, or Veritable Records, for the reign of the empress Wu, completed in 716; an independent collection of exemplary memorials compiled before the change in political climate made the survival of pro-Chou statements less likely; or else the 759 kuo-shih 國史, or National History, by Wei Shu 魏舒 and Liu Fang 刘芳, which spanned this period. Though no certain answer as to which of these three sources contained the original memorial is possible, it seems that the balance of probability must fall on the shih-ku.

One reason for this is that T'ang official historians would very probably have placed critical policy memorials of this kind in the shih-ku's main narrative under the date on which they were submitted. Evidence that this was regular T'ang practice is as follows: a remark, from later in the T'ang, criticized the official historian Ling-hu Huan 令狐懷, the compiler of Tai-tsu shih-ku 太宗實錄, for not including a memorial attacking Yuan Ts'ai 元載 by Yen Chen-ch'ing 袁潔卿. Yen Chen-ch'ing's death did not occur until 784, and his biography should therefore have been entered under that year in the shih-ku for Tai-ts'ai's successor, the Te-ts'ai shih lu 德宗實錄. But the shih-ku biography, if it was modeled on his hsing-ch'un 行狀 or on his epitaph, both of which survived, would not in any case have contained the full text of Yen's policy memorials, since these were too long. The remark does, however, imply that it was accepted that important critical memorials should be entered in full in a shih-ku's narrative at the point when they were submitted.

Inclusion of the shih-ku of policy memorials on issues about which historians felt keenly would also explain how groups of them, like those to which Ti's submissions belong, survived in Ti's fei yuan kwei, whose editors would simply have retrieved them from successive shih-ku and grouped them by categories in their compendium. Inclusion of memorials in shih-ku, moreover, helps explain why the role of official historian under the T'ang was as politically sensitive as it was.
was. For to include a submission critical of the attitudes of a recently dead sovereign was to inflict grave embarrassment on his son, the reigning emperor. Yet, viewed in the context of medieval historiography and its ideals, it seems a wholly reasonable provision. It was, moreover, followed by Ssu-ma Kung in his great chronicle, though considerations of space led Ssu-ma drastically to condense his texts. Thus Ssu-ma, perhaps even following the shih-ku for the empress Wu’s reign itself, incorporates three of Ti’s four memorials in his narrative.

Moreover, less directly, numbers of outspoken policy memorials from precisely this era, by otherwise obscure officials, are now included in the shih chuan section of Chuang shu, where in some cases they are given minimal biographical settings. This seems to imply that, though their memoirs had been preserved, no standard-form biographies for the authors concerned were available to the historians. Ti’s near contemporary Hsin Ti-p’i is an example of this. His Chuang shu biography consists essentially of two memorials. Both are harsh criticisms of over-expense on Buddhist buildings. The first was submitted in 708, the second in 711. Another example, particularly relevant to the question of Ti Jen-chieh’s T’ang loyalty, is provided by another otherwise obscure official, Su An-heng. His Chuang shu notice consists almost entirely of the text of three memorials submitted in 701, 702, and 703. The first two are the most outspoken of surviving attempts to induce the emperor Wu to abdicate in favor of the heir-apparent and restore the T’ang dynasty. The third was an attempt to defend Wei Yuan-chung 魏元忠 from wrongful punishment by the notorious Chang brothers. Later historians, realizing the importance of these memorials, may have taken them from the shih-ku and provided them with the short biographical frames that they now have.

Ti Jen-chieh’s Ho-pei memorial, moreover, is by no means the only case of a memorial text existing in full form in the Ti’s fu yuan kuei and in shorter form in the Chuang shu biography of its author. There are similar examples in the first of Hsin Ti-p’i’s and Su An-heng’s memorials and in others by Huan Yen-fan 恒彦範, one of the “Five Princes,” and a figure politically close to Ti Jen-chieh, and Wei Yuan-chung. A likely source from which the Ti’s fu yuan kuei editors drew the full forms of these memorials is the shih-ku for the reign of the empress Wu.

The second possible source for Ti’s Ho-pei memorial was an independent collection of monitory memorials, compiled before the change in climate made it unlikely that pro-Chou sentiments like those it contained would have survived. The most likely work here is T’ang mung ch’un t’ao 唐名臣奏議, compiled by the long-serving official historian Wu Ching. Both, who lived through the events concerned. This work is not entered in the Chuang shu bibliographic treatise, and was therefore probably completed after 722. But Wu Ching, its compiler, had served under the empress Wu. He also took part in the compilation of both versions of the shih-ku for the empress. He might have been expected to have preserved the whole text of pro-Chou memorials, rather than to have excised pro-Chou sentiment from them. Wu Ching believed strongly in monitory memorials and later urged their importance on Hsien-tsung himself. His compilation cannot be ruled out as the source for the full form of Ti’s Ho-pei memorial.

The third possible source, the kuo-shih presented to Su-tsun in 759, was 130 juan in length and covered the whole of the T’ang to 759. It certainly contained an account of the dramatic events of the period 666-700, and equally certainly included a biography of Ti himself. Its principal compiler, Wei Shu, had started his career in the middle of the K’ai-yuan period, at a time when scholars such as Yuan Hsiung-ch’ung, who had served the empress and known Ti Jen-chieh, were still in high office. Wei Shu’s kuo-shih survived into the Sung and was available to the Ti’s fu yuan kuei compilers. There is, however, a persuasive argument against accepting it as the source of the Ti’s fu yuan kuei full texts of Ti’s Ho-pei memorial and other full-form memorials, such as those by Hsin Ti-p’i, Su An-heng, Huan Yen-fan, and Wei Yuan-chung. Recent research has convincingly shown that the present Chuang shu represents Wei Shu’s kuo-shih without significant textual alteration. The condensation that can be detected in the present Chuang shu text, not only in the cases of these memorials but also in narrative passages of Ti’s biography analyzed below, must have been done, not by the Chuang shu editors in the tenth century, but by Wei Shu and Liu Fang in the

---

9 For Hsin Ti-p’i’s memorials, see CTS 101, pp. 3155–3158; THY 48, p. 895; WYYH 589, p. 6a; TIFY 54, pp. 30–32, for the first; CTS 101, pp. 3158–3161; THY 21, pp. 553–557; TIFY 54, pp. 71–72, for the second.

10 For Su An-heng’s three memorials, see (i) CTS 179, pp. 4859–4860; WYYH 594, pp. 1b–3a; TIFY 54, pp. 30–32. Part of this memorial is also included in THY 47, p. 893; (ii) CTS 180, pp. 4860–4861; WYYH 594, pp. 3a–3b; TIFY 54, pp. 6a–6b; (iii) CTS 180, pp. 4861–4862; WYYH 594, pp. 6b–6c. A narrative frame similar to that of the CTS biography and a brief account of one of the three memorials is also at THY 2, pp. 95–96.
mid-eight century. It is thus unlikely that Wei Shu's history was the source from which the Ti's {fei yuan kuei} editors drew the full version of Ti Jen-chieh's Ho-pe'i memorial or other comparable submissions.16

The shih-lu for the empress Wu, then, or else an independent collection of memorials made by one of its compilers, is the most likely source for Ti Jen-chieh's full memorial. It is as well, therefore, to recall the background and authorship of the shih-lu. It had first been compiled in 706, under the supervision of Wu San-san, Wei Yuan-chung, and others and had been approved by Chung-tsun. This version may be assumed to have been favorable to the Chou dynasty and the Wu clan, or at the very least not hostile to them. But the final political demise of the Wu clan with Wu San-san's death in 707 and the consolidation of T'ang dynastic power in the first years of Hsia-tsung's reign made a revision on political grounds desirable. This was undertaken by a small commission consisting of Wu Ching and Liu Chih-chi 蘇知幾. Both these scholars had served under the empress Wu in the final years of her reign. Though they certainly felt hostile towards some of the central political figures of that period, they probably had little of the resentment against the empress and her court that was later to develop. Indeed Yao Ch'ung, who submitted a request that they be rewarded, was particularly devoted to her.17

These historians were, therefore, more likely to be concerned with the policy content of Ti's memorials than with Ti's attitude to dynastic loyalty. They would thus have been prepared to express loyalty to the Chou that Ti had included in his plea for leniency in Ho-pe'i. Indeed Liu Chih-chi had strong convictions precisely against trimming historical documentation for contemporary political purposes that altering Ti's pro-Chou stance would have entailed.18 For this commission to have left Ti's statement unaltered in their shih-lu of 716 was fully consonant with their political and scholarly orientation. Whichever work was the original full source, it is certain to have been an early-eighth-century compilation, one that accepted Ti's commitment to the Chou dynasty with a detachment that later editors, identifying and promoting him as the greatest T'ang loyalist of his time, found unacceptable. But in preserving Ti's original wording, the editors ensured that a major clue as to his real attitude was preserved. Moreover, the absence in Ti's fei yuan kuei of any memorial by Ti asking for the restoration of the T'ang, comparable to those in it by Su An-heng, means that no such memorial by Ti existed in official sources. It is reasonable, therefore, to conclude that in the Ho-pe'i crisis of 698 Ti Jen-chieh was indeed openly committed to the Chou and was prepared to exalt it as morally superior to the T'ang. He clearly envisaged no change in dynastic house in the foreseeable future.

Engraved Compositions

Two other compositions, each very different but both from the last year of his life and both preserved through engraving in stone, add weight to the argument that Ti Jen-chieh was a committed member of the empress Wu's court. The first of these to be written is his only surviving poem. This brief composition dates from the time when he enjoyed the highest esteem in the eyes of the empress. It concerns not the political world dominated by the threat of barbarian invasion, but rather the world of the court at leisure, seduced, as the empress herself began to fail in health, by Taoist images of longevity and by the religious environment of Mount Sung, east of Lo-yang. With other epigraphical evidence, it proves that Ti followed the empress faithfully in her journeys to Mount Sung in search of long life.

In the summer of 700 the court made a progress to the recently completed San-yaang 三陽 Palace near the mountain. This was the newest of a succession of grandiose buildings that the empress had ordered in the course of her reign, and it expressed the changed climate of her final years on the throne. It was Taoist in conception. A building on the site of the "three yang" had been enshrined in a prophetic inscription discovered at Mount Sung in 674 and presented to Kao-tsun, through the agency of Fan Wen 楊文. The inscription, in retrospect clearly fraudulent, was in the name of K'ou Ch'ien-chih 考謙之, the great Taoist master of the Northern Wei (d. 448) and contained oblique references to Li-T'ang rule, to the Wu corregnum and to a long reign by the empress. It also suggested that the sovereign had obtained enlightenment at the Central Peak.

In about 690, the phrase "three yang" had been interpreted by the commentators to the Tai yun ts'ing 大雲經 as a reference to the famous Ming t'ang 明堂, which was to be built not at Mount Sung but in the imperial city at Lo-
yin itself, while the enlightenment at the Central Peak was understood as a reference to the empress's grant of a title to Mount Sung in 688. But by 700, four years after the completion of the second Ming-t'ang, the empress had evidently ceased to believe that the K'ou Ch'ien-chih prophecy involved her greatest building, and instead that it intended a Taoist-inspired palace at Mount Sung. She may also have hoped that the mountain would confer physical immortality on her.

At this newly built precinct, therefore, the court gathered in the summer of 700. They proceeded the short distance to Shih-shu Fang, a beauty spot to the south of it favored by the empress. It was probably at her behest that on the nineteenth day of the fifth lunar month the prince, senior officials, and literary men who made up the party all wrote poems to celebrate the occasion. Poems by sixteen officials, listed with their official titles, and a preface by the empress herself were written out by the calligrapher Hsiieh Yao, cousin of the better known Hsiieh Chi, who had supplemented the ruins of the rock at Shih-shu Fang, where they have survived to the present.

A check of the list of titles for the participants as other sources document them for the summer of 700 reveals very few discrepancies: for example, Chang I-chih was referred to as president of the Feng-ch' en fu, a title that was probably conferred upon him only after the excursion to Shih-shu Fang. In the list, Ti Jen-chih is himself referred to as president of the Central Secretariat, and Chiu T'ang shu confirms that he had received this appointment on the first day of the second month of that year (December 12, 699). The occasion of the poem makes it one of the last of Ti's extant compositions.


* CTSik 46, p. 555, with editorial introduction. The text is preface by the empress Wu are given in *Chin shih chi wen 65*, pp. 15-25. See also *Chin shih chi chin shang*, p. 86 (nos. 847-850). The inscription is reproduced as a rubbing in reduced size in *Pei-chang ch'iu-shu shih-ch'ing* (Tchang-k'ou hsien, 1939), pp. 2. See also *Kou yun-yao*, ch. 9, 9. For Ti's appointment see see *CTS* 8, p. 138, which specifies the date kou-sun 1 in the 11th month, also *TCTC* 206, p. 6545, and *HTS* 4, p. 106, which give the date kou-sun 1 in the same month. The list of sixteen is given in *CTSik* 46, p. 555, *Chin shih chi wen 65*, p. 154-6. In *Chin shih chi chi wen 65*, pp. 154-6. In *Chin shih chi wen 65*, pp. 154-6. In *Chin shih chi wen 65*, pp. 154-6.

At the real Judge Dee

The gathering at Shih-ts'ung was politically significant in a number of respects. Nearly two years had passed since the empress had invested Li Hsin, who had taken the surname Wu in 669, as heir-apparent, and the court's political shape would remain as it was until the abdication in 705. Friction between Li Hsin's younger brother Li Tan, future Ju-tung, and the Wu princes had been at least ostensibly buried by a formal oath that they had taken in the Ming-t'ang in 699. The heir-apparent and Li Tan, as prince of Hsiang, were both present, so was Wu San-su, the nephew of the empress and the ablest of the Wu princes, who still cherished imperial ambitions. But the new favorites, the notorious half-brothers Chang I-chih and Chang Ch'ang-tung, whose ascent to full membership of the court circle had begun by 697, were also there. There was also a significant group of literary officials of varying ranks. They included Yen Ch'i-ko-yin, who in 699, when the empress was ill, had offered his own life for hers to Mount Shao-shih, the second of the two peaks on Mount Sung, and Ts'ui Jung, who had opposed Ti Jen-chih in the debate of 698 about the scaling down of Chou power in the far northwest. The inclusion of the relatively less well-known calligrapher Hsiieh Yao and one or two other almost completely unknown figures adds authenticity to the list.

Although members of this assembly were later to be represented as implacably hostile to each other, this record shows that they were able to meet together and to join in a common activity: Indeed following the Ming-t'ang oath, this seems to have been a period of at least outward harmony. In two of the poems written for the excursion, references to the Two Houses, the nearby
mountains of T'ai-shih 太室 and Shao-shih, may thus have played on the participation of both Li and Wu princes at the gathering. But this was more than simply a conventional court literary occasion. It was the expression of a courtly literary milieu dominated by the aging empress and by extravagant imagery of longevity, immortality, harmony, and prosperity.

Moreover Shih-ts'ung was not the only place in the Mount Sung area to occasion verse of this kind. Not far to the east, at Kou-shih 権氏, in the area of the Kung-ling mausoleum, there was a shrine for the mid-sixth-century BC Wang-tzu Chin 王子普, a member of the ancient Chou-dynasty imperial line, who was traditionally held to have attained immortality on Mount Sung, riding off on a crane. In the spring of 699, just over a year before the Shih-ts'ung excursion, the empress had been to his shrine with an entourage of high ministers. She had composed for engraving a long and high-flown tribute to him, investing him with the name of "Heir-apparent Ascended to Immortality (Sheng isien t'ai tzu 昇仙太子)." On the back of the stele was later added a list of the ministers who had accompanied her, and Ti Jen-chieh is included among them. The figure of Wang-tzu Chin, suggesting physical immortality, continued to exert appeal. In the court the following year Chang Ch'ang-tsung was identified as his descendant and was made to enact the part of Wang-tzu Chin, mounting a dummy bird. Just as at Shih-ts'ung, the company was called upon to compose verse. Those present included Ts'ui Jung, whose poem for the occasion was later upheld for special scorn, and Su Wei-tao 魏味道, vice-president of the Central Secretariat, while the Wu princes, the Chang brothers, and Yen Ch'ao-yin were charged with participating in this kind of occasion."

Ti Jen-chieh was not of course listed in the transmitted records as being a member of the party who wrote verse for Wang-tzu Chin. But the imagery of his own poem for Shih-ts'ung shares features with the notorious Ts'ui Jung composition, and clearly derives from exactly the same milieu. And whatever Ts'ui's own views on local cults may have been twelve years earlier, when protest against the Chang brothers came, it was not apparent from Ti, but from Chu Ching-tse 芝敬哲 and from Wang Chi-shan 王及善, two senior but subsequently less well-known officials who evidently kept their distance from this activity. Again, had a memorial of protest by Ti existed in the early-eighth century, it would surely have been quoted or referred to in his biography."

What is more, Ti Jen-chieh's own poem concludes with what appears to be a particularly charged literary reference:

The flying springs scatter spray, forever resembling rain;
The dense trees hold the cool, for always like the autumn.
Your old servant, having partaken of this feast at Hsien-p'u 順統, Would spend his last years roaming with the Master of the Red Pine.

The references here are first to the mountain of Hsien-p'u on K'un-lun, the abode of immortals, and second to the final episode in the life of a well-known hero in the Chinese tradition, the minister Chang Liang 張良. Chang had served the first emperor of the Han, Kao-tsu 高祖, from his initial campaigns until the time when the great Hsiao Ho 蕭何 was appointed chancellor. He then decided to resign and pursue immortality, saying to Kao-tsu, "... I wish to abandon human matters and to follow the Master of the Red Pine in his roaming." References to the Master of the Red Pine as a symbol of longevity are common in T'ang verse, but Ti's citation permits a more specific reading: Ti identified himself with one of the great founding ministers of Chinese tradition, and saw the empress as a contemporary equivalent to Kao-tsu, the founder of a great dynastic house. His poem may be read as a valedictory, and hardly a modest one. Again, its tenor is not consistent with the tradition that he was a deeply convinced T'ang loyalist. Nor does it suggest that, as Wang Chi-shan and Chu Ching-tse had done, he kept himself detached from the empress Wu's court.

The final extant composition by Ti has the most dramatic implications of
all for his reputation as a steadfast Li-T'ang loyalist. It was an epitaph text engraved on a stone measuring 70 cm by 74 cm. Though Ti may be assumed to have written numbers of such compositions, it is the only one by him so far to have been recovered. It was for Yuan Kung-yü 袁公瑜, a middle-ranking official buried on the twenty-eighth day of the tenth lunar month of 700 (December 12, 700). The engraved text lay buried for centuries after the events it commemorated, to be recovered and published in rubbing form only a decade ago. As evidence for Ti's outlook, it has a pristine quality denied even the engraved text at Shih-ts'ung, written earlier that summer.\textsuperscript{145}

Ti himself died on the twenty-sixth day of the ninth lunar month of 700 (November 11, 700), probably at least one month before Yuan Kung-yü's final burial took place.\textsuperscript{146} There is likely to have been a straightforward explanation for this sequence of events: Yuan had in fact died in remote exile some fifteen years before, in the summer of 685, at Pai-chou 白州 in modern Kung-hsi. His coffin was then brought north for temporary burial at Teng-chou 临州 in Honan. The burial for which Ti composed the text was therefore a reinterment. It took place on the same day and in the same graveyard as the burial of one of Yuan Kung-yü's sons, Yuan Ch'eng-chia 袁承嘉, for whom an epitaph text, not by Ti Jen-chieh, has also been recovered and published. The day of the joint burial was probably determined by divination and incorporated in the two epitaph texts to be sent for engraving some weeks before the event. The whole process took time, and it was between the composition of the texts and their engraving and final burial that Ti died.\textsuperscript{147}

What is immediately striking about Ti's epitaph is that its subject, Yuan Kung-yü, far from being a T'ang loyalist, was actually instrumental in the rise to power of the empress Wu, and had even been publicly honored in this role. He is mentioned three times in Chiu T'ang shu. On two occasions, he provided substantial political help in her campaign to destroy a rival, the empress Wang, and to consolidate her position as Kao-tsun's empress. First in 655, he informed
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\textsuperscript{145} Chin T'ang chih hsi t'ung chih 千唐志賛集釋, intro. by Wu Chih-yuan 武志遠 and Kuo Chien-pang 郭建邦 (Peking: Wen-wu, 1985), no. 481; Chou Shao-liang 周紹良, ed., T'ang shi yu chu hsi lun 唐史與初史論 (Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chu, 1992), pp. 975-76. The exhaustive work by Yoshida Makoto 高寺芳夫, Sen T'ishou aoi kutsu burakun chosa gaiyo 千唐志賛遺藏碑文考略 (Yokushima Sugata 桑島旭 and Terajin 寺次郎, eds., Chugoku chu 足立館文庫 初唐碑文考略 (Tokyo: Katsuo shobo, 1988), pp. 235-63, indicates, with references, that both Loyang yu and loyalty had been cited this and the following epitaph texts.

\textsuperscript{146} CTS 6, p. 269; 7, p. 284; say simply “the ninth month.” The specific date 9th of the 10th month, is given in HTST 4, p. 100, and TCC 707, p. 655.

\textsuperscript{147} Chin T'ang chih hsi t'ung chih, no. 482, T'ang shih yu chu hsü jian, pp. 970-77. For divination for the day of burial, see Ta T'ang ku-yüan li 大唐開元禮 (pp. Koton kenkyu-sha, 1972) 358, pp. 160-178, 14, pp. 164-172, 146, pp. 16-17; for the special rituals prescribed for remarriages, see 141, pp. 127-8; 143, pp. 14-70; 149, pp. 12-71.
TI JEN-CHIEH'S CHIU T'ANG SHU BIOGRAPHY

Ti's own compositions, the foregoing argument shows, suggest that the picture of a deeply committed T'ang loyalist, the architect of the restoration of 705, has no basis in his own extant writings. The question is then: how did the later image of Ti develop, and is it possible to trace stages in its acceptance? There is indeed a process that may be traced in the growth of the tradition of Ti Jen-chieh as a T'ang loyalist, and it spans almost the entire eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries. A summary of this evidence shows how the story grew in authority, and how, when probably in the late-eighth century, the romanticized biography of Ti analyzed below, "Ti Liang kung chuan," was composed, the tradition of his T'ang loyalty was greatly strengthened. In 945, towards the end of this process, an important official account of Ti's career, his Chiu T'ang shu biography, was approved in the form in which it now exists. This account is significant first because there is no other early commemorative account of Ti's career, and second because it makes no mention of Ti's loyalty to the T'ang until its final paragraph. Its text and the stages in its compilation should therefore be subjected to detailed examination, for they involved a complex process of condensing and addition.

It is now accepted that Ti's Chiu T'ang shu biography belongs to a part of Chiu T'ang shu that was compiled as a kuo-shih originally by Wei Shu in the K'ai-yüan or Tien-pao periods, before the An Lu-shan rebellion. This work was submitted to the throne after completion by Liu Fang in the reign of Su-tsung. This account of Ti's career would, if standard procedure had been followed, have been based on the biography of him attached at the point of his death to the revised shih-ku for the reign of the empress Wu, completed in 716. The biography would have been edited for the kuo-shih by Wei Shu. Wei would have had access to Ti Jen-chieh's own collected works, the title of which was entered in the Ch'iu shu wen pu catalogue of 722. He would also have had at his disposal any memorials by Ti incorporated at their point of submission in the Wu Tse-tien shih-ku and anecdotal sources compiled up to the end of the Tien-pao period.

In theory, insertions, additions, or alterations to Wei Shu's account of Ti Jen-chieh could have been made at any time from completion of his kuo-shih under Su-tsung until the completion of Chiu T'ang shu in 945. However, it has been convincingly argued that the Chiu T'ang shu editors, producing the text in its present form, adopted Wei Shu's text virtually without alteration. Identification of extraneous material, added in after the submission of the kuo-shih to Su-tsung, can therefore only be persuasively made on strong stylistic or textual historical grounds.  

As a narrative, Ti's Chiu T'ang shu biography is full of incident and drama. It presents a figure of great ingenuity and resolution, who lived a life of high risk. The biography may be divided into thirty-four individual episodes. It is an indication of the enormous appeal of Ti Jen-chieh from the eighth to the tenth centuries that all these incidents are represented in other compendia and collections of anecdotes. The challenge posed by this situation is to ascertain whether these parallel versions, which often have only minor differences in wording when compared to his Chiu T'ang shu biography, can provide information about the

---

n. See n. 74, above, and Twitchett, Official History, p. 187.
dating and composition of the original Chi T'ang shu text. Of course, the existence of parallel versions in other texts is in itself no proof that the Chi T'ang shu borrowed from those texts. The borrowing is as likely to have been in the reverse direction, or both versions may owe to a third, earlier, text. When the Chi T'ang shu version is significantly more abbreviated than that of other versions, it may be permissible to infer that the fuller versions preceded it. If material is added out of sequence, too, it may represent a later editorial hand.

Ti's biography in its present form, it is argued, is indeed likely to have been, almost in its entirety, an early text, written by Wei Shu probably before the middle-T'ien-pao period and contained in Liu Fang's kuo-shih submitted to Su-tsung. It was based principally on, and represents a slight condensation of, the account of Ti in the shih-lu for the empress Wu's reign, and contains, in the three monitory memorials that it includes, what Wei Shu, with access both to Ti's collected works and to the shih-lu, judged the most important of his submissions to the throne. The one passage in it that extols Ti's role in securing the reestablishment of Li Hsien as heir-apparent and in the restoration of the T'ang, coming anomalously at the end, is, it is argued, an addition, made in the light of his later, inflated reputation.

The compendium that contains most of the Chi T'ang shu materials is the early-eleventh-century Ti's fu yin kuei. Its editors not only included full forms of three of his extant memorials, discussed above, they also excerpted no fewer than twenty-seven of the thirty-four episodes present in Ti's biography. What is more, Ti's fu yin kuei contains, with the exception of one incident to be explored below, no material on Ti that does not have a close textual relation to the biography or to other parts of Chi T'ang shu where Ti is mentioned. This makes the compendium an enormously important source for Ti's career, and analysis of its text imperative for tracing the origins of the Chi T'ang shu account.

Because the Ti's fu yin kuei editors reproduce verbatim its final, suspect paragraph, it is clear that they had access to Ti's Chi T'ang shu biography. But the kuo-shih of Wei Shu and Liu Fang was also extant, and the text of Ti's biography that it contained is believed to have been substantially the same as the present Chi T'ang shu version. The editors of Ti's fu yin kuei also had the Wu Tse-t'en shih lu, completed by Liu Chih-chi and Wu Ching in 716, the basic textual source for the kuo-shih and for Chi T'ang shu, for this was extant in Sung times. It has been argued above that they probably drew the full text of Ti's three memorials from the shih-lu biography of him. But which text did they use for the bulk of their narrative excerpts on Ti? Was it the shih-lu biography of 716, or the kuo-shih biography of 759, now contained in the Chi T'ang shu of 945?

There are indeed indications that the Ti's fu editors, in one of the episodes they excerpted, drew their account from a fuller source than Ti's present Chi T'ang shu biography, and therefore a fuller one also than his kuo-shih notice. Their account of the episode concerned includes proper names absent from the Chi T'ang shu version, and presumably therefore absent too from the kuo-shih version of 759.

The episode concerns an early but characteristic request for clemency by Ti, an attempt in 676 to rescue a certain Ch'iuian Shih-tsaai, 楊善才, from the death penalty. Ch'iuian had been charged with cutting down cypress trees on the mausoleum of T'ai-tsung at Chao-ling 昭陵, and Kao-tsung, full of self-reproach at his own lack of filial concern for his father's grave, had ordered his execution. Ti intervened, pleading Ch'iuian's case. The Ti's fu yin kuei version, in common with versions held in two other sources, Ta T'ang hsin yu and T'ang hui yao, supplies the name of the minor official who first informed the emperor of Ch'iuian's felony, Fan Huai-i, 阮懷儀. It also provides the extra information, absent from the Ta T'ang hsin yu and T'ang hui yao versions, that the magistrate of Chao-ling, K'ung Ch'en 孔碩, was forced to leave office and that Fan Huai-i was banished to the far south. The Ti's fu editors, in other words, had access to a fuller, but otherwise very similar, account of the episode from that contained in the kuo-shih of Wei Shu, Chi T'ang shu, and other sources.

Another, though indirect, indication that the editors may have been using a source earlier than Wei Shu's kuo-shih is supplied by the one major omission they made from Ti's biography. This was an account of Ti's escape from jail in the early summer of 692, the most dramatic incident in his career. Ti had been falsely charged with sedition by the sadistic Li Chün-ch'en, and had pleaded guilty in order to avoid execution. Awaiting punishment, he had managed to smuggle out a message in his discarded winter clothing, and this message was submitted to the empress. As a result, she had the charges against Ti investigated, his death sentence was commuted, and he was banished to serve as magistrate of Peng-tse.

The incident is told in detail in closely parallel versions no fewer than four times in three T'ang sources: it is contained in two anecdotal collections, Ti shih t'e chi 御史臺記 and Ta T'ang hsin yu. It is included in Ti's Chi T'ang shu biography, but also, in contravention of the rule that material should not be

---


Yu shih t'en shih lu, quoted in TPRC 267, pp. 209–208. For this collection of anecdotes, its authorship, dating, contents, and transmission, see Ikeda On 御史台記, "Kan En Gyoishiki ni tsuite," in To Aijin no to i shokai, pp. 111–138.
There are, moreover, grounds, albeit negative ones, for holding that it was Wei Shu who condensed the account of Ti's escape, rather than the tenth-century editors of Chi T'ang shu. For if it was the latter, they would surely have paid attention to both accounts of the incident that their history contained, and would either have brought them carefully into line with each other or else have abbreviated the repetitious Lai Ch'un-ch'en account, to avoid duplication. Instead, however, they appear to have left both accounts alone. The Lai Ch'un-ch'en account, despite having been compiled later, is fuller: it contains an inaccurate list of Ti's fellow prisoners, but is otherwise closest of all versions to the original Yu shih t'ai chi version of the incident. The account of the incident in Ti Jen-chiat's Chi T'ang shu biography is therefore likely to have stood condensed and unaltered since its completion and inclusion in the kuo-shih of 759.

So far, analysis of Ti's Chi T'ang shu biography has suggested, though it has not actually proved, that Wei Shu adopted the text of Ti's shih-ku biography, added in the texts of three memorials from their points of entry in the shih-ku, and also included at least one major episode in Ti's career from an anecdotal source. Comparison with other versions has indicated that he condensed all these sources slightly. In the case of the Ho-pi memorial, he excised Ti's statement of commitment to the Chou dynasty. In narrating two other incidents in Ti's career, he removed the names of certain minor participants. Otherwise, he kept faithfulness to the wording of his primary sources. Beyond suggesting that Wei Shu's text was completed after 717, the latest date in Yu shih t'ai chi, the evidence considered so far has not narrowed down its date of composition.

* Ye shih t'ai chi lists by name, "Ti Jen-chiat, Jen Ling-hui 任令輝, and Lu Hsien 陸獻," with a total of "five men in all." TTHY has exactly the same wording. CTS 1854, p. 489, biography of Lu Ch'un-chien, lists Ti Jen-chiat, Jen Ling-hui, and Lu Hsien, and then three more, Li Yu-chiu 李育柳, Huan Chih-hung 賀詠宏, and Ti Shen-ch'ang 時澄昌, with the total "six in all." These last three, however, according to the very precise account of HTS 44, pp. 99-103, were arrested and banished until the ninth month, after Ti's release and banishment, and this may therefore be another case of inaccuracy in the "Ku-li chuan" section of CTS. CTS 1854, p. 98, biography of Li Chiao, lists Li Shen-ch'en 李叔陳 and Pei Hsuan-ji 戴贄; CTS 1854, p. 249, biography of Hsu Yu-chung 許允中, lists by name two men only, Pei Hsiao-kuo 虢孝國 and Jen Chih-ch'ang 晉哲昌 with the total "seven in all." The total and the two names correspond with the list provided in the independent account in TTHY mentioned in n. 98, above. There the names of seven are given: Jen Ling-hui, Ti Jen-chiat, Pei Hsiao-kuo, Pei Hsuan-ji, Lu Hsien, Wei Yuan-chung, and Li Shen-ch'en. In one account, in CTS see n. 66, above. An epitaph writer for a descendant of Lu Hsien, Li Po-ch'ang 劉伯昌, was to claim in the essay of 680 that Lu Hsien, with Ti Jen-chiat and Wei Chih-hu 吳知古, was instrumental in the restoration of the T'ang; see Chi T'ang shih chuan, p. 1073, and T'ang su mu-chih hsii pao, p. 2204. Wei Chih-hu seems likely to be an error here for Wei Yuan-chung, since Wei Chih-hu's career had barely started under the empress Wu; see CTS 98, p. 9281, and HTS 128, p. 4413. The claim is chiefly interesting as an indication of how impressive this stage recollection had become.
end of the T’ien-pao (742–756) period is supplied by its failure to mention one of the greatest of the posthumous honors that Ti Jen-chieh received. This was the introduction of his spirit tablet into the shrine of the emperor Chung-tsung in the T’ang ancestral temple. This great honor was bestowed on Ti by edict in 747. At the same time, the honor was given by edict to two of Ti’s contemporaries, Wei Yuan-chung and Wang Tung-chiao, major statesmen who had also been honored by satellite burial at Chung-tsung’s mausoleum. It was also bestowed on two officials of Kao-tsu’s reign, three of T’ai-tsung’s, and three of Kao-tsung’s. It is a general rule that this honor is entered in the Chiu T’ang shu biographies of the officials concerned. The officials honored in 747 are the most obvious exception from the first century and a half of the dynasty: none of the eight introduced in 747 has the honor listed. In all T’ang history, the only comparable omission is that of three of the four officials of Hsien-tsung’s reign, who are known to have been introduced by edict in 846, after regularity over recording this sort of matter had been lost. In the case of Ti Jen-chieh and the others, this surely means that their biographies were completed before 747, and that later editors, including Liu Fang, who completed Wei Shu’s kuo-shih, failed to enter the honor granted in that year.

The foregoing analysis suggests, therefore, that the Chiu T’ang shu biography of Ti Jen-chieh may have been a slightly condensed version of his shih-lu biography, with at least one episode, that of his escape from the hands of the sadistic Lai Ch’un-ch’en, drawn from a near contemporary source, Han Wan’s Yu shih t’ai chi. Wei Shu edited the biography into his kuo-shih between 717 and 747, but the text itself was basically an early account of Ti’s life, originating little more than a decade and a half from his death in 700. If this is so, the fact that it makes no mention of Ti’s role in restoring the T’ang until its final paragraph must be significant, for it reinforces the picture of Ti as silent on this issue that analysis of his own writings has already suggested. It is to the final, problematic paragraph of his Chiu T’ang shu biography that attention must now be given.

This last paragraph of the biography appears to make up for the silence of the main account, for it describes Ti’s role in the reinstating of Li Hsien as heir-apparent. There are, however, persuasive grounds for believing that it was a late addition, made under the influence of the romanticized account of his life in Ti Liang kung chuan. The passage reads as follows:

---

Earlier, when Chung-tsung was at Fang-ling, Chi Hsü 吉璽 and Li Chao-te 李昭德 both made loyal statements on the restoration of the Li line, but [Wu] Tse-t’ien had no intention of restoring him to the heir-apparent. Ti, however, always used times of leisure to memorialize and give answers in conversation, ever speaking of the duty and love between mother and son. Tse-t’ien, moreover, gradually reflected and came to realize [the true position], eventually to summon Chung-tsung back and restore him as heir-apparent (ch’ü an 出典).

Earlier, when Chung-tsung returned to the palace from Fang-ling, Tse-t’ien concealed him in a curtained screen and summoned Jen-chieh to talk of [him]. Jen-chieh, full of feeling, memorialized, and wept as he spoke. Tse-t’ien suddenly produced Chung-tsung and said to Jen-chieh, “I am returning you your heir-apparent.” Jen-chieh descended the steps and wept in congratulation, and having done so, memorialized to say, “The heir-apparent has returned to the palace, but none of the people know, and so how can public opinion conclude as to what is right and what is wrong?” Tse-t’ien agreed, and reestablished Chung-tsung at Lung-men 華門, providing a ceremony to welcome him back, so that people’s feelings were stirred and delighted.

Jen-chieh’s successive memorials and conversations on restoring [Chung-tsung], in all amounted to several tens of thousands of words. In the K’ai-yüan period the governor of Pei-hai 青海 Li Yung 陸榮 composed an “Informal Biography of the Duke of Liang,” comprehensively recording these statements.

There are two grounds for seeing this final paragraph as a later addition. The first is stylistic: the account of Ti’s intervention is added on anomalously after the account of his death. The second is textual: other texts containing accounts of T’ang loyalist interventions compiled as late as the early-ninth century make no mention of Ti. There is also an unambiguous indication, supplied in Su-sha K’uang’s textual notes to his Tzu shih t’ung chien, the k’ao-i 考異, that other sources, including even Wu Tse-t’ien shih-lu, the first official account of the period, made no reference to this episode.

The stylistic argument rests on an understanding of the conventions followed in the biographies contained in the early section of Chiu T’ang shu. Normally a biography closed with an account of its subject’s death, followed by the posthumous honors accorded him. The early section of Chiu T’ang shu, with few
exceptions, adds only two categories of information after this: first, the personnel recommendations that an official may have made in the course of his career. The men an official recommended, if they in turn were successful, were an important dimension to his performance, and Chiu T'ang shu frequently records cases of effective recommendation. About half of these are given in the body of the biography, at the point in its subject's career when the recommendations were made, and about half follow after the subject's death. Secondly, if sons or brothers had run successful careers, this would be mentioned either before or after his recommendations. Any other material following this close to a biography is rare, and is usually added in from anecdotal sources.

With the exception of its final paragraph, Ti Jen-ch'ieh's biography fulfills these conventions. In its closing passage, the biography notes Ti's final tenure, the submission of his anti-Buddhist memorial, and his death, which is given as taking place in the ninth lunar month of 700. ("Wa) Tse-tien held mourning for him, dispensing with the court for three days. He was posthumously promoted right chancellor of the Department of Affairs of State (wen-chang yu hsiang 文昌右相) and given the canonization Wen-hui 文惠." There follows an account of the important officials whom Ti recommended. These were first Huan Yen-fan, whose recommendation is elsewhere set in a discrete anecdote, and then "Ching Hui 敬煕, Tou Huai-ch'ien 陶懷貞, Yao Ch'unng, and others." All these last three had careers that were well advanced by the time of Ti's death. The version of these recommendations contained in Ti's fu yuan kuan, moreover, dates them to the time when Ti was president of the Central Secretariat, that is, during the last year of his life. After this list, there is a specific mention, made in an anecdotal frame, of a particularly famous official whom Ti is said to have recommended. This was Chang Chien-chih 張東之, the first of the "Five Princes" and the instigator of the plot that five years after Ti's death resulted in the execution of the Chang brothers, the abdication of the empress, and the full restoration of the T'ang.

Following these recommendations, the biography mentions two of Ti's sons. One, Ti Ching-hui 磊景煕, had brought disgrace on the family by rapacious conduct at Wei-chou, the Ho-pi prefecture that Ti himself had governed and in which a shrine to him stood. The result was that the local populace destroyed the shrine. The other, Ti Kuang-sau 狄光嗣, had, contrary to good practice, been recommended by Ti Jen-ch'ieh himself. His success in office had led the empress Wu to liken Ti to Chi Hsi 祁奚, an ancient grandee who had successfully recommended his own son, having first recommended an enemy.

So far, then, the biography has conformed to conventions. But it now proceeds to give the substantial piece of extra information translated above, which should, if the sequence had been chronological, have been set in the body of his biography, preceding the account of the end of his career and his death. That such an important episode should not have entered at the appropriate point in the account of Ti's career is an obvious anomaly. Its only reasonable explanation is that, as with other accounts appended to Chiu T'ang shu biographies, the material was added in later. Very probably it was a condensed version of Ti Liang hang chuan, the informal biography attributed to Li Yang, to which it refers at the end of the passage.

To this stylistic evidence for the lateness of the final paragraph should be added the evidence of other texts that draw either on Ti's fu shih biography or on the earlier shih-shu version. Two major T'ang historical texts are involved here, and both were composed, wholly or in part, between 716 and 945. Both predominantly involved the copying of existing documents rather than reporting hearsay. Both appear to draw substantially from one or other of the early versions of Ti's biography.

---

Footnotes:

1. The following are some exceptions to the normal format for early CTS biographies: CTS 68, p. 272-76, biography of Chang Chien 張殷, adding a note about the lines of ceremonial halliards that he and his brothers erected at their gates; CTS 84, p. 279-80, biography of Liu Jen-kuei 柳俊兪, adding an incident about a well-known prospector; Yen Tien-k'ang 董天寶, who only in Liu's career had foretold his rank and life-span, CTS 88, p. 287-89, biography of Liu Yen-fang 柳енн芳, the story about Liu's scrupulousness in preserving confidentiality in making recommendations is traced to Ti Tse-tien, quoted in TPRC 42, p. 409-10, TPRC 87, p. 284-85, biography of Li Tseh-ch'ing 梁世清, the same with respect to Ti Tse-tien, quoted in TPRC 42, p. 409-10, TPRC 87, p. 284-85.


3. TTHY 10, p. 177, TTHY 38, p. 97-98, TTHY 107, p. 79-80, TPKY 40, p. 89-90, and TPKY 40, p. 89-90, quoting Kuang i-chia. It was Ti Kuang-sau who, probably in Jui-sung's reign, as deputy president of the Hung-ho 種德 Court commissioned a grandiose stela for Ti Jen-ch'ieh's father Ti Chih-sun 張知遠, who had been buried in 690. This stela has been damaged at least since Sung times, but a portion of its text is at Chiu shih ti shih pien 99, pp. 38-45, and in Chiu shih ti shih pien, p. 99-100, with a critical account of Ti's ancestry and descendants appended. See also Chiu shih ti shih pien 99, pp. 39-40, and a reproduction in Li-tsu-shih ti shih pien hai pien 17, p. 115. Su Ch'en 史穎, "Ti Ch'ing-hui-chou 2-dh shih ti chun pei ch'i Ti Jen-ch'ieh mu kou" 吳城黃石史穎紀, in Chiu shih ti shih pien, p. 99-100, transcribes the stela, based on his own inspection of it at T'ui-'an 卑陵 village, Mang shan Chih 凱山, near Lo-yang. This transcription, however, is not as full as those in Chiu shih ti shih pien or CTW. He also differs from the Chiu shih ti shih pien editor in dating the stile to the period 844-845, and on the grounds that it matches a second stele 5 meters from it, for Ti's descendant Ti Chih-sun 張知遠 commuting the period 844-845. I am grateful to Glenn Duddybridge for this reference. For Ch'i Hsi, see James Legge, The Chinese View of the T'ang (London: Trübner and Co., 1879), p. 419-20.
The more important of these two compilations, because of its apparent homogeneity, is Ta T'ang hsin yü, a collection of episodes made by Liu Su 劉肅, with an author's preface bearing the date 807. It is modeled on the celebrated compilation Shih shuo hsin yü 世說新語, and gathers together under category headings anecdotal material about well-known T'ang figures. It spans the period from the start of the dynasty to 779, but is particularly full in its coverage of the reigns of the empress Wu, Chung-tsung, and Ju-i-tsung. A high proportion of this text may be seen to be parallel in wording to accounts of the same episodes as contained in their subjects' Chiu T'ang shu biographies.\(^\text{17}\) In the case of Ti Jen-ch'ieh's biography, no fewer than ten of the thirty-four episodes in his Chiu T'ang shu biography are present in the Ta T'ang hsin yü. They are distributed throughout the work, under the headings by which it is organized, and their wording often corresponds closely.

It is a conspicuous feature of this compilation that, despite its full coverage of Ti Jen-ch'ieh, it fails to record the episode for which he became so famous in T'ang lore. This failure, moreover, is the more remarkable in that the work provides coverage of precisely the issue of the T'ang restoration. In its opening section, it enters accounts of some of the great T'ang loyalist interventions of the period from T'ai-tsung's reign to Hsian-tsung's. It has two entries relating to the events of the Chou-T'ang transition. The first describes three conversations that Chi Hsi had, two with the Empress Wu and one with Chang Ch'ang-tsung. In these, Chi Hsi urged the idea of "restoring" the princes of Hsiang and Lu-ling and warned against considering the Wu princes. It concludes by stating, "Then [the empress] welcomed [back] Chang-tsung. In the restoration of the T'ang house, Chi Hsi was effective."

The second episode concerns Li Chiao-te and his attempt to demote the Wu clan in the empress's estimation. The empress was about to make Wu Chi'eng-ssu a chief minister, and defended her action to Li Chiao-te on the grounds that he was her nephew. Li argued successfully that the parent-son relationship was more important and should take priority. "The empress... said, 'I had not thought this through.' That same day, the put a stop to Wu Chi'eng-ssu's governmental activities."

These two paragraphs are followed by a detailed account of the successful plan in 705 by the "Five Princes" to murder the Chang brothers, an episode that is particularly well covered in this compilation. In the section as a whole, there is no mention of Ti Jen-ch'ieh.\(^\text{18}\)

Ta T'ang hsin yü clearly defers to a number of figures besides Ti Jen-ch'ieh.

Distributed through the compilation are what might be called principal entries for such figures. These entries typically include a main anecdote, and then proceed to summarize the rest of their subject's career, to conclude with his death and posthumous honors. The principal entry for Ti Jen-ch'ieh is in the "Ability in Administration" (cheng neng 政能) section. It relates his defense of the condemned participants of the prince of Yüeh's failed rebellion, and then concludes:

Subsequently, he was summoned back to be governor of Wei-chou. His authority and compassion were greatly wielded, and the common people set up a shrine for him. He was promoted president of the Central Secretariat. When he died, court and provinces were moved. [Wu] Tse-tien posthumously appointed him chancellor of the left. In Chung-tsung's court he was posthumously appointed master of works, and in Ju-i-tsung's court retrospectively made duke of Liang. The grief felt for him and the lustre bestowed on him were made complete in three courts. No one in his generation might compare with him.\(^\text{19}\)

Again, at this point it would have been natural to make reference to Ti's role in the T'ang restoration, but again the text remains silent on this point.

Silence about Ti's loyalty is also a feature of T'ang hua yao. This text, by virtue of the three stages of its compilation, is a problematic work; material was added to it at each stage in its history, often under its original, early-ninth-century headings, but probably sometimes also under new headings. It is, therefore, often difficult to determine at which stage, in 801, 853, or 961, entries were incorporated. Like Ta T'ang hsin yü, T'ang hua yao contains a number of entries on Ti Jen-ch'ieh. There is a strong suspicion that at least one of these, claiming Ti as the promoter of all five of the "Five Princes," is a late entry made possibly under the direct influence of the spurious Ti Liang kung shu.\(^\text{20}\) But T'ang hua yao, like Ta T'ang hsin yü, also contains a section on crucial T'ang loyalist interventions in dynastic politics, which, under the heading of "Recognition" (shih liang 諡量), enters much the same sequence of anti-Wu and pro-Li initiatives that Ta T'ang hsin yü contains. Its entry for Li Chiao-te sets Li's discussion in the context of the attempt by Wang Ch'ing-chi 王慶之 in 692 to have Wu Chi'eng-ssu established as heir-apparent. Li argues in the same kinship terms as in the Ta T'ang hsin yü account: history had shown that even in transmitting the throne

\(^{17}\) TTHY 4, p. 66. It is inconspicuous that the TTHY general account of Ti fails to mention the honor accorded his spirit tablet in 747. The wording here closely parallels that of the close of Ti's CTS biography and likely came from the shih-ku or from Wei Shu's biography of Ti.

\(^{18}\) TTHY 75, p. 1357; see also TPKC 193, p. 1386.
from father to son, there had been usurpations; how much more was this likely to happen if the throne was passed to a nephew. Moreover no nephew could be counted on to maintain a temple for his aunt."

The second entry on the T'ang restoration concerns Chi Hsu's intervention of 698. It runs approximately parallel to the second half of the Ta T'ang hsin yü account. There are some differences of wording, and in the T'ang hui yao version it is Chang I-chih rather than Chang Ch'ang-tsung who is made to stand for the brothers. But the two versions are clearly textually related." Following this entry, T'ang hui yao includes one more item relating to the Chang brothers. It then relates an incident, occurring in 702, after Ti's death." Neither work, therefore, mentions any episode in which Ti J'en-chieh persuaded the empress to restore Li Hsien as heir-apparent. It has to be stressed that these were compilations that copied in existing texts, and it must be concluded that there was no document considered authentic in which Ti was described as doing this. Though Ti's collected works had almost certainly been lost by this stage, the shih-lu and kao-shih biographies were available both to Liu Su and to Su Mien. The frequency with which these compilers mention Ti J'en-chieh shows that he had a considerable reputation at the time Hua yu and Hua yao were compiled. But in the early-ninth century, Ti's loyalty was a matter of hearsay rather than of authentic, textually based record, and so neither text mentioned it.

Another example of textual silence over the question of Ti's T'ang loyalty is perhaps less significant. Tu Yu's 杜甫 T'ang tien is after all primarily concerned with impersonal institutional and political factors in shaping history; rather than with highlighting individual acts of heroism. But it does contain a brief account of Chung-tsung's installation as heir-apparent in 698, and it also records, in the form of a double-column commentary, loyalist interventions by Hao Ch'u-ch'un 郝處俊 in 676, and by Chi Hsu in 698. Again, however, it does not mention any act or speech by Ti J'en-chieh in this context.

Similar testimony is given by Te's fu chia tse, which postdates the completion of Chiu T'ang shu by some fifty years. It has already been pointed out how very fully this compilation incorporates material about Ti, and that only one of the major incidents of his life is omitted. It has been shown, too, that its editors had at their disposal the full range of sources about Ti that had survived the An

Lu-shan rebellion: Wu Tie-t'ien shih-lu, the kao-shih of Liu Fang, and Chiu T'ang shu. They, too, were bound by the same discipline of faithfulness to documentary sources as the compilers of T'ang hui yao. Yet there is only one mention of Ti's role T'ang loyalism at the end of his life. This, set in its section on "Loyalty" (kung-chung 公忠), takes the form of a word-for-word citation of the final paragraph of Ti's Chiu T'ang shu biography:" 

Lastly, the evidence of Ssu-ma Kuang's Te shih tion chien indicates clearly that no passage corresponding to the anomalous final passage of the Chiu T'ang shu biography, translated above, was contained in the Wu Tie-t'ien shih-lu of 716. In fact Ssu-ma Kuang covered the episode of the empress's summons of Chung-tsung back to the capital rather directly from the final paragraph, stating only:

In the third month, on the day chi-su 己丑, under the pretext that the
prince of Lu-ling was ill, they dispatched the supernumerary secretary of
the bureau of the military organization of the regions, Hsu Yen-po 徐彦伯
of Hsia-ch'in 蕭丘, to summon the prince of Lu-ling and his consort
and children to visit the temporary court to have his sickness cured. On the day
wu-tzu 武子, the prince of Lu-ling reached Shen-tu 神都 [Lo-yang]." 

In his notes for this passage, Ssu-ma rejected both the episode contained in
the final passage of Ti's Chiu T'ang shu biography and the longer and more highly
dramatized version of it supplied by Ti Leng kung chuan. Ssu-ma Kuang also
cited an independent history, T'ang chung chi 唐統紀 by Ch'en Yüeh 陳edad, as
confirming the involvement of Hsu Yen-po in Li Hsien's return to Lo-yang. An
entry in T'ang hui yao, which Ssu-ma did not cite, also mentions Hsu Yen-po's
involvement." Here, then, was a clear indication that the final paragraph of
Ti's Chiu T'ang shu biography conflicted badly with the shih-lu, the primary
account of the episode.

If it is accepted that the main text of Ti J'en-chieh's Chiu T'ang shu biography
represents a condensation by Wei Shu of his shih-lu notice of 716 and that the
final paragraph is a late addition, then the picture of Ti that the biography
supplies is again very different from his conventional late-medieval image. He
was a powerful and successful official, the leader of a moderate faction in the
late-seventh-century court. He lived dangerously and barely escaped death on
at least one occasion. He may even have urged the empress Wu to make Li
Hsien, rather than any of her paternal relatives, her successor. But he was by no means necessarily the undying T’ang restorationist that he was later portrayed as having been. The main text of the Chiu T’ang shu biography, in fact, offers testimony to an early stage in his eighth-century reputation, one in which he was not yet acclaimed for the achievements for which he was later to be known.

The final and completed Chiu T’ang shu, on the other hand, both by virtue of the added paragraph and because the assessments and historians’ comments it includes elsewhere betray so high an opinion of Ti, it belongs to the period when his fame knew few bounds, and when he was venerated particularly as the architect of the T’ang restoration and the secret instructor of the “Five Princes.” It is to tracing the process by which he gained this reputation that the next section of this article is devoted.

THE GROWTH OF THE LEGEND

There can be no doubt that Ti Jen-chieh was one of the central political figures in the final years of the seventh century. He held very high offices then, and took part in major political and military initiatives. On his death he was honored as highly as any great medieval statesman. But analysis of both his own writing and his Chiu T’ang shu biography has suggested that his reputation as a T’ang loyalist was a matter of hearsay and did not have a secure basis in the official documentary tradition until after the completion of the kuo-shih by Wei Shu and Liu Fang. The way in which the tradition of his loyalty developed, and the long series of commendations he received under its influence, can be traced in some detail. But a summary of this story should be set, for the sake of completeness, in an account of all the honors paid to Ti by members of the elite and by high authority from his death until the tenth century.

The first stage involved exceptional rather than extraordinary recognition. Immediately after his death in 709, Ti was given high posthumous honors. Ta T’ang hsin yu and Chiu T’ang shu both record that he was canonized Wen-hui, the first character indicating literary or scholarly achievement, the second probably a reference to his compassion as a provincial administrator. Chiu T’ang shu states also that he was posthumously appointed chancellor of the right of the Department of Affairs of State and that on his death the court adjourned for three days of mourning. 10

When Chung-tsung succeeded in 705, he honored many of the officials, both living and deceased, who had exerted a moderating influence on political life in his cause in the preceding ten years. The highest awards of rank went to the “Five Princes,” the coordinators of the plan to purge the “Two Lackeys (en shu 二駕),” Chang Ch’ang-tsung and Cheng I-chih. Ti was among the most highly honored of deceased officials. The post of master of works (hsu-kung 司空) conferred on him was comparable with the post of grand marshal (t’ai-wei 太尉) granted to his former colleague, the senior official Liu Jen-kuei 劉仁秀 (602-685) at about the same time. It cannot, however, be tied to any idea that he was loyal to the T’ang at the expense of the Chou. This is particularly so because in 705 Chung-tsung was anxious to show every respect to his mother and was himself hesitant over the restoration of the T’ang. 11

When in 710 Jui-tsung ascended, however, there was a large-scale and probably systematic program of honoring T’ang loyalists. The “Five Princes,” was a large number of officials who had been demoted and had died in exile in the far south in the course of 706, and had their original titles as princes restored. Particularly high honors were paid to Wei Yuan-chung, who had fearlessly resisted the Chang brothers after Ti’s death. Wei had died in exile in about 707 at Fu-chou 浙江 in present-day Szechwan. With another member of the anti-Chang party, Wang T’ung-chiao, duke of Lang-yeh 琅邪, who had died in 706 when a plot to assassinate Wu San-sau leaked, he was given the honor of satellite burial at Ting-ling 蒂陵, the mausoleum of Chung-tsung. Comparable recognition apparently was not recorded for Ti Jen-chieh. Wei Yuan-chung was bracketed with Ti Jen-chieh by memorialists over this period, and indeed his career has the same quality of drama and endurance. It is therefore important to stress that, courageously though he resisted the Chou, Wei was never described as a T’ang loyalist. Rather, after the empress’s death, as chief minister he failed to curb the ambitions of the Wu clan. He was also involved under Wu San-sau in the first shih-ku for her reign, and was willing, after the T’ang restoration, to recall his service under her. 12

10 TTHY 4, p. 456; CTS 84, p. 2895. For Liu Jen-kuei, see CTS 84, pp. 1796-97. The common ground between him and Ti Jen-chieh is suggested by the conversations between them recorded in TTHY 30, pp. 590-93.

11 See the references in note 10, above.

12 For Wei Yuan-chung, see CTS 90, p. 2905; HTS 142, p. 4345; for his date of death, see TCTC 205, p. 6616; for Wang T’ung-chiao, see CTS 187A, p. 4872, and TTHY 21, pp. 444-45. Wei recalled his service under the empress Wu in a resignation statement to Chung-tsung, see TFK 341, pp. 137-141, which supplies the rest of the statement and CTS 94, p. 2934, which contains a similar narrative frame, but omits the text. It was the return of Wei’s body from his place of interment that gave the chance for burial at Ting-ling Ti Jen-chieh had presumably been honorably buried in 700, while the empress Wu was still on the throne, and it may have been considered inappropriate to reinter him on Chung-tsung’s death in 710. For mentions of Ti and Wei Yuan-chung together, see TFK 500, p. 429, memorial by Ning Yuan-ku 平原(1645-1718); and CTS 80, p. 4268, biography of Wei Su-shu-
In this large-scale distribution of posthumous honors, Ti Jen-chieh was made duke of Liang, the title by which he became conventionally known. In a rescript addressed to Ti's eldest son and issued about this time in connection with his refusal to quit mourning for his mother, Ju-tsung opened by stating, "We recall that your family has been loyal to the royal house." This statement, preserved in a brief entry in Ta T'ang hua yi, is too general to be interpreted as a commination of Ti Jen-chieh's loyalty to Kao-tsung and Chung-tsung at the expense of Ju-tsung's own mother, the empress Wu. But it is a first indication that Ti might have opposed the Wu faction at court and advocated the reestablishment of Li Hsien.

No further mention of Ti is recorded on the accession of Hsian-tsung in 712. There are, however, references to Ti from this early period that were critical of him. The Chou T'ang shu biography of Wei Yuan-chung records that in 707 no less a person than the empress Wu tersely criticized Ti for having attempted to persuade her to assume control of the government when the empress was ill. For him to do this, Chung-tsung stated, was to contravene the principle that there should be complete unity between minister and sovereign. Ti had been guilty of trying to "incur a private debt" from Chung-tsung Wei Yung-chung, who had secretly opposed Ti's suggestion, had been correct to have done so.

This brief anecdote suggests that Chung-tsung, even two years after the T'ang restoration, resented as scathing Th's attack on his mother's status as rightful sovereign of the empire. In turn, it underlines that Chung-tsung, a reluctant and frightened participant in the plan to eradicate the Changs, did not see the abdication of the empress, his own succession, and the restoration of 705 straightforwardly as a recovery of legitimate rule. Chung-tsung's loyalty to his mother also makes it seem less likely that, five years earlier, Ti Jen-chieh would have seen his return from exile and reestablishment as heir-apparent as leading automatically to the restoration of the T'ang.

A second comment on Ti, to be dated to the early- or mid-K'ai-yuan period, is by Chang Cho, the author of Ch'ao jeh ch'ien t'ai. Chang included an anecdote about Ti at court, in which he interpreted one of two dreams the empress Wu had had in the light of the succession crisis, and which are discussed below. He also gave a series of unusually incisive and clearly independent assessments of the major political figures of the period 690-710, including even the notorious Lai Ch'un-ch'en and Wu San-su. Ti was second on his list, behind Lou Shi-hueh and Li Kao, the legendary (d. 699), a former chiu-shih, a self-effacing and long-suffering official who spent most of his life in frontier commands and whom he praised in terms taken from the Analests. Chang wrote of Ti's rough reading of the classics and histories, and his superficial acquaintance with literature. He commended his formulation of rules and principles, and his keenness in giving admonition. He praised his suppression of "improper" acts in the southeast, and spoke of him as courageous and decisive. He also quoted the Analests in praise of his uprightness: "White indeed is one who can withstand black dye." But he mentioned an addiction to money in his later years, and characterized Ti as the Ho Chiao 華 (of his age, that is someone who was mocked for his miserliness.

It was not until 747 that Ti received further imperial recognition. In that year his spirit tablet was introduced to the shrine of Chung-tsung in the imperial dynastic temple. It has been mentioned that none of the Chiu T'ang shu biographies of the various recipients mentions this honor, suggesting that these biographies were completed before 747. This measure, moreover, coming so soon after Ti Jen-chieh's death, and thirty years after the same honor had been paid to the "Five Princes," registers a change in attitudes towards Ti's role in the T'ang restoration, and an increase in his prestige. This change took place not only in the court but also among officials and men of letters outside court society.

In this development, the contribution of one man, Li Yung, the writer to whom Ti Liang kung chuan was attributed, appears of germane importance. Li Yung was the author of the earliest known inscribed texts in praise of Ti, while other surviving tributes to Ti given in the middle decades of the eighth century were almost without exception by those who had direct or indirect contact with him. Li was himself in many ways fully as colorful a figure as Ti Jen-chieh, leading a life of adventure and risk. His political career started late in the empire Wu's reign, at a time when the restoration forces were gathering. His
first significant tenure was as an omissioner, and it was in this role that he first showed his mettle. In 704 he earned celebrity by supporting Sung Ching in an attempted impeachment of the Chang brothers. He told the empress that the matter "concerned the dynasty itself." When asked why he had risked provoking her, he answered, "If a man is not resolved and not rash, his name will not become known." At this stage he was politically allied to the "Five Princes," for he submitted a memorial objecting to the appointment of a charlatan, Cheng Po-su, as director of the Imperial Library, which parallels a memorial by Huan Yen-fan on the same subject. He was also a friend of Chang Chien-chih, the first of the "Five Princes," and, when in 706 the "Five Princes" lost politically to Wu San-su, he was banished for his connection with Chang. Chang Chien-chih was closely connected with Ti Jen-chih, who is said to have singled him out for promotion to chief minister. This means that Li Yung, though forty-four years younger than Ti, had at the very least immediate second-hand experience of him through Chang Chien-chih. 34

Li Yung was brought back to the capital after the defeat of the Wu clan. As a serving censor in 710, he played a dramatic part in the sequence of events that led to Hsian-tsung's accession. By acting quickly to shut the gates of the inner city at Lo-yang, and by encouraging the city guard to "do great deeds and earn wealth and honor," he ensured that the attempt by Li Chung-fu 李重誡, prince of Ch'iao 洛, to take the throne was defeated. 35 But early in Hsian-tsung's reign Li's impetuosity earned him the hatred of both Yao Ch'ung and Chang Yueh 張誡. He was again removed from the capital, to take up a long series of provincial appointments. At one stage he was involved in a corruption case and was sentenced to death; but an eloquent plea by a commoner, K'ung Chiang 孔德, which emphasized that he had "done great things for the dynasty," secured commutation. 36 Though he probably regained access to metropolitan literary and scholarly society in about 735, 37 he was not destined to resume a career in the capital bureaucracy. As governor of Pei-hai, he was murdered by one of Li Lin-fu's 李林甫's agents in 747.

It may be an indication of the change in conditions during the K'ai-yüan peace and of the sense of distance that was evolving towards the Chou interimregium, that, returning to the capital briefly in mid-career, Li was the subject of general public curiosity, as a man who had survived from a different age. Yet it is easy to see why he and others like him had an interest in promoting Ti Jen-chih's reputation. He identified himself with dramatic interventions on behalf of the dynasty, and could claim a key role in the sequence of events that led to the glorious reign of Hsuan-tsung. By building up the reputations of those who had contributed to the early stages of the sequence, he emphasized the political background to the great K'ai-yüan era. Indirectly, at the same time, he drew attention to his own achievements, perhaps in the hope of improving his prospects for appointment at Ch'ang-an.

Li Yung was a prolific writer, a master of the literary tradition, and a recognized calligrapher. But, sadly, only a minuscule proportion of his collected works survive today. Among the compositions that are known only by title two are concerned with Ti Jen-chih. Both are supported by details that suggest authenticity. One of these compositions was a tribute to Ti engraved in stone and set up at Ti's shrine at Wei-chou in 722. The stele and its text are now lost, but were recorded from Sung times. The earliest record of them is contained in the great Sung epigraphical catalogue by Chao Ming-ch'eng 趙明誠, the Chin shih lu 金石錄. This states that the stele was set up in the eleventh month of 722 and that the text was written in the hand of Chang T'ing-kuei 張庭珪 in pa-fen 八分明 style. 38 Chang T'ing-kuei was a particularly well-known calligrapher, and the collaboration between him and Li Yung as the writer of his texts is well attested. Li's Chia T'ung shih biography records that they were allies from early in the Ch'ang-an period (701-704). Moreover Chang's biography, both confirms their collaboration and also records that Chang was governor of Wei-chou, listing this tenure as his fourth post since the start of the K'ai-yüan period. At about this time, Li Yung was governor of Ch'en-chou 陳州, due south of Wei-chou. 39

Li Yung's other tribute to Ti Jen-chih was in a poem entitled "The Six Gentlemen" ("Liu kung p'ien" 六公篇), also engraved, and has also failed to survive. This poem is first attested by no less a figure than the poet Tu Fu. Tu Fu was an ardent admirer of Li Yung, and included Li as one of eight deceased officials in his series of "Eight Laments," composed in the period 766-768, some two decades after Li's murder. A Sung commentary to the poem identifies the "Six Gentlemen" as Ti Jen-chih and the "Five Princes." Here was a deeply
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34 For this incident, see Ta Lu king wen chi 10, p. 3b, spirit-path stele for Sung Ching, TT75 T2, pp. 317-38; CTS 190B, pp. 5039-40; CTS 207, pp. 565-76; Fang shih lu 5, P. 444; 3, pp. 228-29.
35 CTS 190B, pp. 5033-40; CTS 207, pp. 565-76; CTS 210, pp. 5664.
36 CTS 190B, pp. 5034-41; TT75 294, pp. 160-188; WYGH 519, pp. 51-68.
37 TT75 294, pp. 160-188; Ta Lu king wen chi 5, p. 1b, preface to the collected works of Sun Ti. 38
39 CTS 101, p. 3154. For Chang's tenure at Wei-chou, see CTS 101, p. 5153. Li Yung's posting at Ch'en-chou is recorded at CTS 190B, p. 5034.
considered and highly crafted reflection on Li’s troubled career. In reserving mention of Li’s poem for Ti Jen-ch’ieh until the final phrase of the final couplet, Tu Fu in effect emphasizes its importance among Li’s collected works. He implies that Li should be known by this poem and that, further, Li himself deserved comparison with its six subjects, including Ti Jen-ch’ieh.  

More detail about this poem is supplied again by Chao Ming-ch’eng. In an entry in the second part of Ch’in-shih lu, Chao recorded that he had known of Li Yung’s poem from Tu Fu’s mention of it, that he had longed to read it, that it was not generally available, and that he had secured a rubbing of a stone engraving of it written out in the hand of Hu Lu-hsiu. It was, Chao confirmed, a “timeless composition.” It was divided in two sections, one devoted to Ti Jen-ch’ieh and the second to the “Five Princes.” In preserving the name of the calligrapher, Chao Ming-ch’eng provides valuable evidence of the date of the composition of Li’s poem. Hu Lu-hsiu is said to have given shelter to Ts’ai Yeh 崔毅, a friend of Pei Yao-ch’ing 彭越 IPL (619–743) and younger brother of Ts’ai Shih 崔瀾 (670–712). Hu Lu-hsiu was therefore in all probability alive in the middle-K’ayian period, and probably wrote the poem for engraving on behalf of Li Yung at or near the time of its composition.

The uneven process of transmission that has resulted in the loss of these two early engraved tributes to Ti Jen-ch’ieh by Li Yung was kinder in the cases of two tributes to Ti by admirers of Li. The first of these was by Kao Shih 高適, a well-known verse writer of the middle-eighth century. Kao passed through Wei-chou on his way north in the autumn of 731. He marked the visit by composing three poems, each of a form of a tribute to a famous T’ang official who had lived at Wei-chou. Ti Jen-ch’ieh was the third of these, and Kao’s preface to the poems specifically mentions his shrine. The poem itself is a short encomium:

Upright and resolute the duke of Liang  
His merit and lustre passed down on bamboo and silk.  
He spoke loyally in the court of the great empress;  
He secretly moved the stratagem for the imperial successor.  
He welcomed good men and kept a storehouseful of ministers;  
In sharing administration he rose to be an earl of a region.  
To this day the men in the blue clouds  
Are those who were once clients at his gates.

It is all but certain that when Kao composed this poem at Wei-chou he had seen Li Yung’s engraved monument of 722, and it may be assumed also that in summarizing Ti Jen-ch’ieh’s achievements he drew from Li’s account. The poem is the first extant tribute to Ti to describe four of the achievements on which his fame rested, his general political stance in the court of the empress, his role in reestablishing the Li-T’ang line, his promotion of talented officials, and his achievements as a provincial commander. It is important in tracing the history of Ti’s reputation for two reasons. First, it suggests that by this time there was already a formal written record of Ti’s achievements, for the term “bamboo and silk” should normally refer to a high-status dynastic record. Second, it claims that Ti’s role in the succession crisis was “secret.” Whether this refers to his persuading the empress to reinstate Li Hsien as heir-apparent, or to the tradition that he secretly instructed the “Five Princes” is not clear. But the use of the word “secret” is significant, for it implies that the proceedings were confidentially transmitted rather than regularly recorded. It was to be a persistent feature of the later tradition that Ti had given clandestine instructions to the “Five Princes.”

When Kao Shih wrote this poem in 731, he almost certainly had not met Li Yung. He was to do so, probably for the first time, in 746, when Li Yung had taken up his official post as governor of Pei-hai. Kao Shih’s fulsome praise for Li on that occasion, again given in verse, recalled his role as a monitory official under the empress Wu. It underlines the growing view of the empire’s reign as a time when, in Kao’s words, “Long ago the imperial cycle was obstructed.” It also underscores Li Yung’s origins in the same milieu in which Ti Jen-ch’ieh had spent his final years.

The middle years of the eighth century were dominated by the trauma of the rebellion of An Lu-shan, an event that had profound repercussions for all aspects of the T’ang world. Its effects on Ti Jen-ch’ieh’s standing in T’ang tradition were complex. The massive destruction at the hands of the rebels of written materials in the central libraries at Ch’ang-an probably accounted for the loss of his collected works. A ninth-century account indicates also that the shrine commemorating his good government at Wei-chou, standing in the heart of territory conquered by An Lu-shan in the winter of 755, was destroyed. But other changes in his status were, ironically, positive. The very concept of loyalty to the T’ang dynastic house, for which he now stood, acquired a new immediacy. In the reigns of the empress Wu, Chung-tsung, and Jui-tsung, loyalty sug-
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For the phrase “bamboo and silk,” see, e.g., Han Hsia, p. 456; Hsia Hsia, p. 599.  
Kao Shih shih chi pien nien chun chu, pp. 165, 68.  
WYTH, pp. 32–36, Feng Su.
gested the ability, mainly in a court context, to withstand the machinations of the Wu clan. In the era of peace that had preceded the rebellion, dynastic loyalty had reeded in importance as a political value. Readiness to express fervor in support of one of the most successful sovereigns China had seen, and perhaps, as Li Yang had done, to praise the sequence of events that had brought him to the throne did not count as loyalty in contemporary usage. But from 756 on, loyalty to the dynasty came into prominence as a far more demanding value, tested in bloody conflict. The official community had before it the image of the 3,000 or so of their colleagues who had failed the test. As collaborators, they were paraded at the capital late in 757, in disgrace, bareheaded, bare-footed, and surrounded by troops. 46

Further humiliations followed for the dynasty, and the standing of those past servants of the T’ang who, in contrast to these collaborators, had withstood earlier crises correspondingly rose. In the post-rebellion reigns, therefore, Ti Jen-ch’ieh figures in successive edicts conferring honors on earlier T’ang loyalists and their descendants. He was, by this time, firmly recognized as one of the great servants of the T’ang. 47

The next detailed tribute to him that survives, however, again comes not from high authority but from a man who lived in the same milieu as that of Kao Shih. Tu Fu belongs firmly in the circle of Ti Jen-ch’ieh’s admirers. Not only was he a colleague of Kao Shih, it has been shown that he was also an admirer of Li Yang. Moreover, he had a direct connection with Ti Jen-ch’ieh, for his niece was married to one of Ti’s great-grandsons. It was an encounter with Ti Po-chi, one of many T’i progeny living in the mid-eight century, that led Tu Fu to summarize Ti’s achievements in a poem to his relative:

When the great empress held the court, cunning and slander abounded.
Duke Ti upheld the government in her final years.

In a polluted river, he made an unswilled crossing;

46. Ts’u Jen ch’ien-lu, p. 389, and CTS 50, pp. 151-55. I am grateful to Naomi Standen for the second reference. The figure of 3,000 is taken from the spirit-path stele for Hsiao Hsean cited in n. 135, below.

47. Li Wei jen wen ch’i 12, p. 9b, THY 45, pp. 810, 811. For the emperor T’ung-ch’ing’s deliberate attempts to strengthen the tradition of dynastic loyalty at the start of his reign, see McMullen, “The Death of Chou Lu-chia,” pp. 53-54. The “Chung-ch’un, tai shih” section of CTS (CTS 187-387B, pp. 286-316) might have been written at about this time. Its organization parallels that of the loyalty at the foundation, under the emperor Wu, Chiang-su, and Jui-t’ung, the second with loyalty in the course of the An Lu-shan rebellion. Though later material is included, starting with the biography of Chang Pei 莊必 and supplying notices for the sons of Li Ch’ing 李澄, the preface, which mentions figures no later than Tuan Hsien-shih 段秀實 (d. 783) and Yen Chen-ch’ing (d. 784), is consistent with a compilation date of about 789. Like the “K’u-lé ch’un,” it contains repeated material; see n. 66, above.

The dynastic succession was to be assigned to the Wu princes.
But he alone gave remonstrance, and held to the red throne-steps.
From within the Forbidden City it was decided to send a request to
Fang-ling.
The elders of the former court all wept copious tears.
In one morning the altars of T’ai-tsung were rectified.
The rites of the Han officials were washed shining bright again. 47

Here was seemingly a cautious but emphatic tribute to Ti. Tu Fu restricts himself to claiming that Ti persuaded the empress to bring Li Hsien back to the capital from Fang-ling, and does not mention the tradition that he also gave secret instructions to the “Five Princes” for the coup of 705. Yet this was not a historically accurate statement, for it was never the case that Ti Jen-ch’ieh had been alone in giving remonstrance. It has been shown that during the succession crisis other figures, some like Li Chao-te and Chi Hsü, far from exemplary in their political conduct, had also advised the empress in favor of Li Hsien.

Other writers mentioning Ti Jen-ch’ieh at about this period do not specifically refer to his role in the restoration of the T’ang line. Sun Ti 孫逖, a member of the circle that included Li Yang, referred to him in a eulogy for Chang Yüeh as governor of Yu-chou 幽州, the ever troublesome northeastern frontier where Ti had held command. 48 The great loyalist official and calligrapher Yen Chen-ch’ing, an examination graduate under Sun Ti and another admirer of Li Yang, twice mentioned Ti in commemorative texts composed after the rebellion. In a spirit path stele for K’ang Hsi-hsien 康希緒, he recalled him as a member of a group of high-ranking officials who composed poems of farewell for K’ang. 49 He also recorded an incident in which Yao Ch’ung, who has been mentioned as particularly devoted to the empress, in conversation with Ti expressed admiration for a young student of ten or so who had complete powers of recall. 50 Yen Chen-ch’ing may also possibly have kept an example of Ti Jen-ch’ieh’s calligraphy. There is a colophon written in the name of Han Tse-nu 韓播木, a recognized calligrapher and an associate of Yen’s, stating that “president


49. WYTH 775, p. 9b, note for Chang Yüeh’s service as governor-general of and military governor of Yu-chou.

50. Yen Luang wen ch’i 9, p. 1b, spirit-path stele for Hsiao Hsean 侯相 (685-754), completed in or after 746. Yen mentions that Yao Yuan-chung had shown the young Hsiao Hsean a poem of 300 words, and that he had been able to recite it from memory on one reading. Yao then said to Ti Jen-ch’ieh, “Young master Hsiao is as fine as a pearl; and as pure as jade. It is just that we do not know what his destiny is to be.”

Yen at his home had a hand-written memorial by Ti, in over 700 characters, entitled 'A Request that the Heir-Apparent Return to the Capital.'

Ti, a friend of Tu Fu, Kao Shih, and Yan Chen-ch'ing, was another writer of the post-rebellion period who referred to Ti's reputation. He did so in a poem of 768, again in the context of a meeting with one of his descendants. The next important references to Ti were made by another calligrapher: Hsü Hao, a general service official whose career had been well advanced by 759. There are indications that he had a special interest in promoting both Ti's and the epitaph of his loyal service to the Ts'ang. In a work on the holdings of the imperial collection, he described how the empress Wu admired Ti's calligraphy, and how she had twenty chapters in the hand of the Chin-dynasty masters Wang Hsü-ch'ing and Wang Hsien-ch'i. In this regard, the memorial brought out from the inner palace to show him and his family.

In a commemorative text for the great Kai-yüan minister Chang Chiu-lung, Hsü Hao also praised Ti Jen-ch'iao as, with some of the statesmen of the reign of Ta-i-tsun and with Chang Chieh-ch'i and Huan Yen-fan of Chen-tsun's reign, one of the most noted political figures of the dynasty. In Hsü's own epitaph, moreover, there is a brief account of a memorial Hsü submitted in about 757 asking for clemency for those officials who had collaborated with the An Lu-shan insurgents. In this memorial, Hsü cited two precedents for lenient treatment of political rebels. The first was provided by the great emperor Ta-i-tsun, while the second was given by his general Hou Chün-ch'i. By the late 6th century, therefore, Hsü Hao considered the small group of officials, principal of which was Yüeh Chen, prince of Yueh, that Ti's initiative might have been mentioned alongside as an act of clemency by no less a

T'ang wen shih: Kai-yüan shih-ch'uan, (Cen: Weih-chi, 1979), 29, 222-24. I have been unable to trace this colophon. Hsü Hao was Yen's associate; see Ken Lu tung wen shih shih p'u, p. 12. To judge from his own epitaph, he was not a member of Ti's line of descent. Ti Jen-ch'iao was an important aristocrat, and therefore after any loyalty to Ti Hao could have occurred. It might just have been the submission referred to in CTS 92, 5994, biography of Wei Yuan-ch'ung, see also 1, p. 129, 332, 335.

Ch'en Ti-chiu-min, General and Hou Chün-ch'i, ed. Ti Jen-ch'iao chiao shih, Kitceshawak shih, (Tokyo: Toyotaka Toyohara, 1990), p. 311. Ti had died before the brief Tai-chu reign period (701), so that the dating must be wrong. The An Lu-shan rebellion in all likelihood of the same period, see CTS 92, pp. 3496-97, and 'Yen Lu tung wen shih' pp. 32-33, where the spelling is Hao Hsü.'

Ch'en shih kuei pien (Cen: Chien, 1933), p. 34-40, for a transcription of this text. For Hou Chün-ch'i, see CTS 93, pp. 60-61, 104-105, 107; for Hou Chüan, see CTS 93, pp. 60-61, 104-105. Ti's name is also Ch'en Chao-shu in the Ts'ang biographical records (Shanghai: Shang-hai ku-chi, 1930), p. 444. This work is not in the CTS or HTS biographies, nor do Hsü Hao's epitaph by Chao Shih (see preceding note) or his biographies, CTS 137, pp. 105-106, and HTS 106, p. 495, mention it. For the Yüeh Chen stele, see n. 35, above. T'ang Fu's proclamation promoting Ti Po-chi is at CTS 139, p. 152.

THE REAL JUDGE DEE

Late in the eighth century there were more tributes to Ti. In 793 the emperor granted to Ti Po-chi, Tu Fu's relative, from a prefectural government to the post of vice-president of the Court of Counsellors, as a special recognition of Ti Jen-ch'iao as one who:

...provided succour to the empress, and determined a strategy for the continuation of the T'ang. He produced from hidden origins the revival of the dynasty.

Again, therefore, and this time from the emperor himself, there was emphasis on the exalted nature of the achievement attributed to Ti. In 787 at Yü-chou, or Ts'ai-chou, as it was now called, in Honan, a stele for him was erected. Yü-chou, where Ti had been governor in 688, had special associations in loyalist eyes, for it was here that Ti Jen-ch'iao had successfully pleaded for leniency for those involved in the revolt of Li Chen and later for the population of the whole prefecture, threatened by the troops of Chang Kung-fu. The record for the stele for Ti states merely that it was "reiterated"; the text has not survived, and the names of its composer, Yüan Tung-li, and calligrapher, Tang Fu, are obscure.

Early the following century, more than one hundred years after Ti's death, several more incidents indicate the prestige that Ti now commanded. Tien
Hung-cheng 田弘正, the military governor of Wei-chou, refurbished Ti's shrine there, and commissioned Feng Su 滕宿, a colleague of the famous Han Yu, to compose a grandiloquent inscription for it. This describes both Ti's good government at Wei-chou and his role in the succession crisis of 698. Calling Ti the "single pillar that stood firm," it speaks of him as "supporting [a building] that had already toppled, and binding [a cord] that was about to be severed." It also makes it clear that he had secretly instructed to the "Five Princes" was now accepted. 88

Two episodes that show how high Ti's standing was early in the ninth century concerned two officials who were descended from the empress Wu's family, Wu Yuan-heng 武元衡 and his cousin Wu Ju-heng 武素衡. Although their ancestor had been Wu Ping-i 武平一, the one member of the Wu clan who had kept strictly aloof from the dynastic politics of the interregnum, they were, more than a century after the events concerned, still vulnerable to the charge that they were descended from the empress's clan. In one incident, the chief minister Li Chi-fu 李吉甫, who was said to have had poor relations with Wu Yuan-heng, also a chief minister, at the instigation of his son Li Te-yü, signaled his displeasure by submitting a request that the shrine for Ti Jen-chieh be refurbished. Wu Yuan-heng is said to have recognized the threat implicit in this and to have started to look for a provincial appointment. Merely by drawing attention to Ti's shrine, therefore, Li Chi-fu reminded Wu Yuan-heng of Ti's supposed role in the restoration and of the permanent disgrace that the usurpation had brought to the Wu clan. 89

In a second episode, the chief minister Ling-hu Chi'u 令狐楚, wanting to neutralize the influence at court of Wu Ju-heng, located a descendant of Ti Jen-chieh, Ti Chien-mou 狄兼謨, in minor office at Hsiang-yang 襄陽, and forged an imperial rescript appointing him to the key court post of omissions officer. The rescript, preserved in Wu Ju-heng's Chi T'ang shu biography, puts the following words into Hsien-tsung's mouth:

In our leisure from conducting government, we read in person the documents of our dynasty. We realize how evil ministers came to gain hold on power, and we witness the events of the Mother Empress's usurpation. The sacred vessels and great jewels of our dynasty were about to be passed on to other men. But High Heaven is great indeed; it sent down a mirror to the succession. It caused [Ti Jen-chieh] to be born, to protect Chung-tsung. It

88 WTHH 877, pp. 3a-6a.
89 Pin meng yuwen 北夢譜 (Shanghai: Shang-hai ku-chi, 1983) 6, p. 44. Fu Hsiao-tung 傅瓚琮, Li Te-yü nan-p'au 李德裕年譜 (Chii-nan: Ch'i Lu shih-shu, 1984), pp. 67-68, is skeptical about the historicity of this anecdote. I am grateful to Jowana Muir for this reference.

made the severed cord be redployed and the enlightened successor be restored.

When the rescript was issued, Wu Ju-heng is said to have wept before the emperor, and to have reiterated that his own ancestor Wu Ping-i had not been involved. 90

These accounts show that by the early-nineteenth century Ti Jen-chieh was recognized as a great T'ang dynastic servant. Cult shrines or commemorative steles to him were maintained in different parts of China. "Documents of the dynasty (kuo-shu 國書)" were said to have told the story of his loyalty. As a statesman, he had a reputation for compassion as well as for daring. Among the people, he stood for courage as well as mercy. The tradition of his role in the succession crisis of 698 and of his secret instructions to the "Five Princes" had been elaborated and retold, in verse as well as in prose. The praise bestowed on him had already struck the hyperbolic note that was to mark it into Sung times.

The Informal Biography Ti Liang kung chuan

It was at about this time that mention was first made of Ti Liang kung chuan, the unofficial biography of Ti Jen-chieh that was destined significantly to add to the lore about him. In the early-nineteenth century this was accepted as a work by Li Yung, the T'ang loyalist who had composed the first known independent commemorative text for Ti. A number of different titles, Ti Liang kung chuan, Ti Liang kung li Lu-ling wang chuan, Ti kung chia chuan, Liang kung pieh chuan, and Ti Jen-chieh chuan are given for what may well be the same work. 91 It was in three chüian, much longer than either of the official notices. It has not been transmitted in full, but passages of it are preserved by Su-ma Kuang, under the title Ti Liang kung chuan, in his notes, and both Fan Chung-yen and the Hsin T'ang shu compilers drew from it in their biographies of Ti. From these and other references, it is possible to infer its likely contents, style, and tone. It was, the following analysis will show, a lively collocation that drew from many of the anecdotes, speeches, and dialogues of the last years of the empress Wu's court, adapting them to make Ti their subject. It gave prominent and dramatic treatment to the inherently improbable idea that five years before his death Ti had secretly instructed all the "Five Princes" in their task of restoring the T'ang.

90 CTS 138, p. 416a, biography of Wu Ju-heng.
91 For the variant title "Ti kung chia chuan" 狄公家傳, see CTS5, p. 59, for "Ti Liang kung chia chuan" 狄梁公家傳, see CTS 5, p. 197, for "Liang kung pieh chuan" 梁公列傳, CTS 89, p. 289c, and Fan Wen tung kung Ju 1, p. 4, for "Ti Jen-chieh chuan" 狄仁傑傳, see CTS 5, p. 108, for "Ti Liang kung li Lu-ling wang chuan" 狄梁公立盧令王傳, see n. 168, below.
A biography of this exceptional length should be set in the context of biographical writing in medieval China, for in the second half of the eighth century, this was a changing and expanding tradition. On the one hand, there were commemorative accounts, composed for official purposes, reports of conduct (hsing-chuang), tomb steles (mu-pai ming 墓誌銘), and epitaphs for burial (mu-chih ming 墓誌銘). Though these genres were still dominated by the models provided by successive lueh-chuan in the dynastic histories, and though they shared the same formal organization and moralistic and illustrative purpose, in this period they nonetheless show a new flexibility. Epitaphs lost some of the stiffness and formality that marked seventh-century examples, including Ti's epitaph for Yuan Kung-yu. Biographies were fatter, sometimes structured around a single episode or speech, again often with a moral purpose. Some of these less formal works were intended to give an alternative view of their subject, based on a unique source, on new evidence, or personal knowledge. Many were for unofficial circulation. In addition, highly crafted, autobiographical, and satirical or self-satirical parodies of the biography form, and fictional biographies, sometimes elaborate romans à clef, represent one of the great achievements of T'ang literature.

Most of these works, following their lueh-chuan models, were short, though there are some longer hsing-chuang recorded in the second half of the eighth century, and fictional biographies might also be longer. There was also, however, from the second half of the eighth century, a small group of much longer biographies, of heroic figures of the dynasty. These were for men whose dramatic careers and great reputations were still fresh in reader's memories. The style was more discursive, the amount of narrative detail much greater, and the records of conversations and set speeches altogether fuller.

The Han T'ang shu bibliography, in its subsection reserved for various categories of biography (tua chuan 論傳), lists titles of several works of this kind: for example, a biography of the loyalist heroes Chang Hsin 張巡 and Yao Yin 繆綸 in two chuan, attributed to the well-known writer Li Han 李翰 (Chang Hsin Yao Yin chuan 張巡緬綸傳). This gave a vivid and detailed narrative account of the horrid siege of Sui-yang 雲陽 by rebel forces in 757. It was presented to the throne, circulated and read, and even supplemented, into the ninth century.  

Other examples listed are biographies for the loyalist general Tuan Hsiu-shih 段秀實 and the great post-rebellion soldier Kuo Tai-tu 郭子儀. The longest of all was a biography of the chief minister and advisor to four emperors Li Mi 李泌 (726–789) in ten chuan attributed to his son Li Fan 李繁 (Hsiang kuo Yeh hou chia chuan 相國後裔家傳).

None of these longer biographies has survived to the present as an integral text. All were, however, accepted as works of history, as their listing by the Han T'ang shu editors confirms. All were consulted and used selectively, though often under variant titles, in Sau-ma Kuang's Tzu chi't'ang chien. Following his normal practice, Sau-ma, in discussing conflicts of evidence, also quoted extensively those passages of the works concerned that he rejected. It is therefore possible, using mainly his notes, to some extent to reconstruct these works and, within limits, to analyze their style.

Ti Liang kung chuan belongs on the margins of this group. It shares with these works not only its bibliographical classification, but also its greater length and the fact that it celebrates loyalty to the T'ang dynasty. It has in common with Li Mi's biography a court setting, and like Li Mi's it idealizes the relationship between its subject and the sovereign. Like the others too, it was used by Sau-ma Kuang. It differs in that Ti's career had ended over fifty years before the An Lu-shan rebellion, whereas, with the exception of Li Mi's, the other longer biographies were for subjects who fought for the T'ang in or after the rebellion. This earlier setting gave Ti Liang kung chuan a distinctive tone and content.

The first reference to this composition was made by Lu Wen 吕温 (772–811), a literary figure who composed a series of tributes to former servants of the dynasty. Lu Wen wrote of the biography:

It was through [Ti] Jen-chieh that the T'ang was restored to its status as the T'ang. Those who are blind to this in later times accord the merit to the "Five Princes." They wholly fail to realize that the achievement of the "Five Princes" was made through his teaching. A visitor showed me the biography

---

"Chang chung-ch'eng chuan hou hsi" 張中丞傳後序. Li Han's biography is quoted by Sau-ma Kuang in T'CG 7, 4a–4, under the title "Chang chung-ch'eng chuan" 張中丞傳. E.g., 218, p. 6989.

46 For Tuan Hsiu-shih, see Jonathan Mirsky, "The Life of Tuan Hsiu-shih Based on Translations of his Biographies in the T'ang Histories," Journal of the China Society 1 (1961), pp. 428–65. The biography was quoted by Sau-ma Kuang in the K'ao-i under the same title, e.g., T'CG 25, p. 1790.

47 This was quoted by Sau-ma Kuang in the K'ao-i under the title "Fei-yang chia chuan" 梁州傳. E.g., T'CG 7, 4a, p. 6985.

48 This was quoted by Sau-ma Kuang in the K'ao-i under the title "Yeh hou chua chuan" 鄭侯外傳, e.g., T'CG 7, 8, p. 6985. For a much shorter text bearing a similar title, "Yeh hou wai chuan" 鄭侯外傳, see TPKC 36, pp. 219–44. In its style and its emphasis on the supernatural the TPKC version is perhaps closest to Ti Liang kung chuan. This work and its relation to the Yeh hou chua chuan are explored by Dene, in "The Use of the Yeh hou chua chuan," pp. 219–47.
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that Li [Yung governor of] Pei-hai had composed. Its account of the interval when the prince of Lu-ling was deposed [as heir-apparent] made one see [Ti] Jen-chieh] as if in life.

In Lu Wen's tribute, the language used to describe the empress Wu's Chou dynasty is sharply derogatory. Lu spoke of "An evil rainbow stretching across the sky," and of "A crowing hen commanding the dawn." The latter image, drawn from Shang shu 尚書, was much used to refer to the empress Wu's regime. Much more interestingly, Lu referred to Ti's instruction of the "Five Princes" as "secret," and spoke of Ti's death-bed instructions on how to proceed with the restoration plot. Such a scene was precisely a feature of the final, dramatic passage of the biography that Ssu-ma Kuang preserved in his notes.65

Another literary figure, Chang Hu 張祜 (793–853), a prolific verse writer, wrote a poem entitled, "On Reading the Biography of Ti, Duke of Liang," which is very likely to be a reference to this work. The poem praises both Ti Jen-chieh and the "Five Princes." It too seems to accept that Ti was the teacher and promoter of all five. It called Ti, "the single pillar that stood firm in the universe," a commendation that echoes Feng Su's "single pillar that stood firm," and suggests that a stock of laudatory images for Ti may now have developed.66

There are extended tributes to Ti by other well-known literary figures of the ninth century, including one by Pi Jihsiu for Ti's shrine at Peng-tse that was set up in 864.67 The mid-ninth century witnessed a vogue among scholars for collecting records of dialogues believed to have taken place between the empress Wu and her ministers, especially if they featured flux or resistance on the latter's part. None of the resulting records that involved Ti, however, can definitely be proven to refer to his long, informal biography.68 The next unambiguous reference comes in the Five Dynasties period, and forms the final paragraph in Ti's Chau T'ang shu biography. It has already been argued above that this brief paragraph was probably a late addition to Wei Shu's Kao-shih.69 In addition, four Chau T'ang shu editorial insertions mention Ti in highly laudatory terms, indicating that its tenth-century editors wrote under the influence of the enormous reputation that he had acquired by this time.70

Although other tributes to Ti Jen-chieh survive from the tenth century,71 the next clear references to the biography are those by Ssu-ma Kuang. In constructing his account for the final years of the empress Wu's reign, Ssu-ma was confronted not only with Ti Liang kung chuan and its evidently highly detailed version of events, but also with several general histories and with numerous anecdotal sources, some no less detailed. The task of reconciling all these accounts and producing a historically plausible narrative must have been formidable. Ssu-ma's attitude to Ti Liang kung chuan, as to other anecdotal texts, shows an ambivalence characteristic of many medieval Chinese exegetical or compendious scholars. Introducing the text at the point of first citation from it in his k'ao-i, he condemned it as "crude and far-fetched" and queried its attribution to Li Yang. Yet he did not hesitate selectively to adopt material from it for his main narrative, for in some cases the same passages are also cited in k'ao-i. In other cases, too, it may be surmised that certain passages in the main narrative, which cannot be located in other official or anecdotal sources, may have come from Ti Liang kung chuan. There are six explicit citations from the biography in the k'ao-i, and perhaps as many were incorporated without attribution in the main narrative.

The k'ao-i citations provide a key to the extent to which the biography was current in the eleventh century. It is immediately apparent from textual parallels that the informal biography was used by two other, slightly earlier, major eleventh-century authorities in their accounts of Ti. The earlier of these was the statesman Fan Chung-yen. Fan's text of 1058 for Ti's shrine at Peng-tse combined the core text of Ti cited at the opening of this article, and an extended biography of him. In the biography, the close verbal parallels with the excerpts preserved in Ssu-ma Kuang's k'ao-i make it certain that Fan and Ssu-ma were citing from the same or very similar texts. The same holds for the

---

65 "Li Hu shu nan chi" 張祜 晝igen (SPTK edn), 9, pp. 115–116, and WYHY 76, pp. 114–115. The then controlling the Lu-ling citations had been made by Hsuan Jen-fen with reference to the empress Wei immediately after the restoration; see CTS 91, p. 2989; THY 9, p. 26, and in a more general context concerning female intrusion, in rituals, but referring to the empresses Wu and Wei, by Lu Lu-ping 羅履平 in THT, p. 541; THY 9, p. 907; CTS 27, p. 1027; and THT 9, p. 1208.


67 CTSW 799, pp. 25a–b.

68 Li Wen-juo wu i chi 2, p. 5b; Li Wen-juo wu i chi 1, p. 1b; THT 45, p. 9a, Yang Kuei 禹冕, "A Record of a Reply by the Duke of Liang." 

69 CTS 89, p. 2895. See above, "Ti Jen-chieh's Chau T'ang shu Biography."
second biography of Ti composed in the eleventh century, the Hsin Tang shu entry for him, composed by Sung Ch'i 宋祁 and included in the completed work, submitted in 1060. Here again there are such close parallels in phrasing that the same conclusion has to be reached. The Hsin Tang shu editors used the same, or a very similar, text to amplify the Chu T'ang shu account. In addition, the Hsin T'ang shu biography has a brief account of an episode late in Ti's career that another source, the eighteenth-century Ch'iao T'ang shih 全唐詩, attributes to the informal biography. This may therefore make a seventh citation from the text. 

The Seven Excerpts

In what follows, the seven citations from Ti Liao kung chuan, which involve events between the years from 698 until 705, are translated in full. The reasons for which Ssu-ma Kuang rejected, or in the case of two brief excerpts accepted and incorporated, his six citations are analyzed, and observations made concerning the similarity they bear to other passages in T'ang writing. It is the contention of this article that as well as being a "fair-fetched" composition, as Ssu-ma Kuang believed, the biography was a patchwork of borrowings and transferences from the anecdotal literature that had grown up around the empress Wu and her court, and from other T'ang sources. Despite this derivative character, the excerpts generally have a narrative momentum of their own, and are easily understood as an imaginative version of the climactic sequence of events at the close of the Chou interregnum.

1.

The empress then accepted the arguments of the Wu [princes] and was on the point of transferring the ancestral altars and establishing Wu San-ssu as heir-apparent (ch'ua-chu 傳副). She moved the prince of Lu-ling to Fang-ling. The Wu princes planned in secret, offering their counsel day and night, saying, "Your majesty bears the surname Wu, and you should therefore establish a member of the Wu clan [as heir-apparent], for there has never been a Son of Heaven who took someone of another surname to be his successor." The empress had already ceded this, but questioned her ministers for politeness's sake, saying, "I am of the age to grow feeble, and the state has no successor as sovereign (ch'ua-chu 傳主). If am now to choose the best person, who would be able to confront [the task]? Though I may have found the right person, ultimately it is for you to argue." The ministers had mostly heard that the plan had already been settled, and all made syco-

phantic statements. [Ti] Jen-ch'ien alone withdrew and remained standing, staying quiet and offering no statement.

The empress then asked him, "You are the only one to have said nothing, and you must [therefore] have a different view." He answered, "I do. I have observed the signs in the heavens above, and there is no pattern there for changing the ruler. I have investigated men's minds within, and they have not yet had sufficient of the virtue of the T'ang." The empress said, "How do you know this?" He answered, "The Hsiung-nu have recently violated our frontiers, and your majesty had [Wu] San-ssu, the prince of Liang 梁, conduct a muster of troops in the capital market. After more than a month, fewer than one thousand men [had come forward]. Later the prince of Lu-ling followed him, and in less than twenty days, the number reached fifty thousand. It can be seen from this that the minds of the people have not yet deserted [the T'ang]. If your majesty is on the point of continuing the succession, and if it is not the prince of Lu-ling [whom you choose], I truly cannot ascertain what the rest will bring." The empress shook with fury and had her entourage support him out.

It was in his narrative for the year 698 that Ssu-ma Kuang made his first citation in the k'au-i from Ti Liao kung chuan. This excerpt illustrates a feature of the biography, its dramatization of Ti's role. Ti is portrayed as the only figure of integrity in the court, and, at the same time, someone in ready communication with the empress. Where all others failed to resist, he braved the empress's anger and insisted on a T'ang loyalist course.

Both Fan Chung-yen and Sung Ch'i included abbreviated versions of this incident. Ssu-ma Kuang, however, rejected the passage on the grounds that it contained a historical inaccuracy. It stated that Li Hsien, the future Chung-tsung, had mustered troops as prince of Lu-ling. Other sources, Ssu-ma implies, make it clear that it was only after he had been instituted as heir-apparent that he was given the overall command of the Ho-pei armies and undertook his highly successful call to arms. These two events, his investiture as heir-apparent and his nominal field appointment, followed in the ninth lunar month of 698, some six months later in the narrative than his return to Lo-yang.

Ssu-ma also believed that Ti would not have urged the empress to designate Li Hsien as heir-apparent, since Li Tan, the future Ju-tsung, who had remained in the palace throughout the period, was still heir presumptive (huang-ssu 皇嗣). The most Ti would have done, Ssu-ma argued, was to ask the empress that Li Hsien should be brought back from his imprisonment at Fang-ling.
Ssu-ma argued, using the evidence of other anecdotal collections, that the plan to make Li Hsien heir-apparent originated with Chi Hsu, rather than with Ti, and that it had been evolved by Chi, with the detested Chang brothers, as a way of ensuring their survival.  

Elsewhere in Tzu chih t'ung chien, however, especially in his coverage of Ti’s death, Ssu-ma accepts the vivid picture of Ti as close to the empress and as the only official brave enough to resist her.  

But other evidence makes it seem likely that Ti was not the only person to urge the empress to recall Li Hsien from Fang-ling. The ninth-century scholar Li Te-yu records a dialogue between the empress and Wang Fang-ch’ing 王方慶 (d. 702), a prominent court official of the period, who probably had a standing comparable to Ti’s and who shares a chuan in Chiu T’ang shu with him and Yau Shou 稲穗 (631–705). In this conversation, Wang rebuked the empress for her treatment of her son:

In recent days, when the celebrated official the [duke of] Shih-ch’uan 石泉 was in the post of minister, and his son was a director (sou-shih 司士) of Mei-chou 眉州 [in present-day Szechwan], the empress asked him, “How is it that when you are a minister, your son is in such a remote place?” He answered, “The prince of Lu-ling is your favorite son, but he is now still far away. So how could I dare to have my son close to me?”  

It may well be because of this passage that Ssu-ma Kuang’s main narrative specifies that as well as Ti Jen-ch’ieh, “Wang Chi-shan and Wang Fang-ch’ing also exhorted her.”

2.

Ten days later the empress summoned him to her presence and said, “Last night, I dreamt that I was playing with others at backgammon, and time after time failed to win. Why should this have been?” He answered, “Not winning at backgammon means probably that there are no sons in the palace. This is a message from Heaven, working through this event to show you. How could you keep the heir-apparent vacant for so long?”

The empress said, “This is my family concern, and it is to be decided in my heart. How is it appropriate for you to take any part in it?” [Ti] Jen-ch’ieh answered, “Your servant has heard that the true king takes the whole world to be his family. Within the four seas all are his servants and handmaids. How could this be other than your majesty’s family concern? The ruler is the head, the ministers are the limbs; how could I do other than have a role in this? She again ordered him to be supported out, and to the end declined his counsel.

This is one of two stories in the anecdotal literature for this period in which Ti interpreted dreams to the empress. A second, in Chang Cho’s mid-eight-century Ch’ao yeh ch’en tai, concerned a parrot (ying 营) with broken wings, symbols to Ti, by virtue of the homophone ying, of her politically impotent sons.  

As well as being contained in Ti Liang kung chuan, the backgammon dream is entered in the early-ninth-century Kuo-shih pu 國史補 by Li Chiao 孫鑛. Perhaps more significantly, the Sung-era su-pi 隨筆 writer Hung Mai 洪邇 notes that the T’ang collection of anecdotes Ta T’ang shu tsuan 大唐誦雑 also contains this story. In the Ta T’ang shu tsuan version, however, it is not Ti but again his contemporary Wang Fang-ch’ing, the duke of Shih-ch’uan, who interprets the dream. Hung Mai then notes that Ti’s Hsin T’ang shu biography amalgamates the two versions of the story by stating that “both men were present and both answered the same way.” Here then is a first suggestion that the Ti Liang kung chuan, perhaps with the Kuo-shih pu acting as an intermediary, may have appropriated anecdotes that originally had less celebrated roles as their subjects, and made Ti Jen-ch’ieh their protagonist.

Ssu-ma Kuang rejected this passage on the grounds that the heir-presumptive Li Tan was resident in the palace through this period, and Ti could never have stated either that there were no sons in the palace or that the heir-apparent had so long been vacant. He did, however, as also did Fan Chung-yen and Sung Ch’i, accept the anecdote about the empress’s dream of the parrot with broken wings, and integrated it in his main narrative.

The homily on political morality that Ti is represented as giving in this passage is paralleled by a passage of dialogue between the emperor Te-tsung and Li Mi in 787. In Ti Liang kung chuan, Ti’s homily closes with unacknowledged quotations from Shang shu and from an address by the famous Han minister...
Hsiao Ho to Kao-tsu contained in *Shih chi*. But in other respects the two conversations are similar:

The emperor [Te-tsung] said, “This is my family concern. How, therefore, can you have any part in it, that you contend so forcefully?” [Li Mi] answered, “The Son of Heaven takes all within the four seas to be his family. Your servant now alone holds the heavy responsibility of being chief minister. If anything should lose its proper place, the charge will be made to me.”

There is another echo of this speech in the biography of Li Mi preserved in *T’ai-p’ing kuang chi*. Here the emperor *Su-tsung*, in gratitude for Li Mi’s advice at the time of another succession crisis, that of 756, says to Li:

You, sir, are loyal to the imperial ancestral altars and show concern over my domestic matters. Your words are all “tortoise mirrors” for the state. How can you be for a moment separated from me? 

3.

Later, they secretly sent ten palace women to go to Fang-chou, and also issued an order that said, “My son [Li Hsien] is there, and I am ordering the women to go and see him. The senior officials of the prefectures and counties [through which they pass] should respectfully count them out and count them back, and not permit any mingling [with others].” They secretly ordered one of the women to substitute for the prince of Lu-ling, and had the prince dress in the woman’s clothes and return as one of the original number. The prefectures and counties were unaware of this ruse, and in several days they reached the capital. The officials of the court were without exception ignorant of the matter.

Fan Chung-yen represents this colorful incident in his biography, but with different wording. Su-sua Kuang rejects the passage on the ground that ten palace women could not possibly have made the journey to Fang-ling and back without attracting notice. It was shown above, too, that he indicates that the late-T’ang history *T’ang t’ung chi* as well as *Wu Tse-ch’ien shih lu* specifically mention that the envoy sent to bring back Li Hsien had been Hsu Yen-po, a well-known official and court literary figure, and that *T’ang hui yao* corroborates this.

The shih-lu, moreover, Su-sua pointed out, supplied the exact date of his arrival at the capital from Fang-ling. The shih-lu was therefore to be preferred to both

---

4.

The empress went to a small palace and had a screen hung at its rear. Her entourage were hidden and no one outside could have known. She then ordered [Ti-jen-ch’ieh] to sit below the steps and said, “What we discussed on a previous occasion truly was no small matter. Waking or sleeping, I have gone over and over it. I have thought over what you said, and I grow ever more aware that your reasoning is not awry. I hold that a loyal minister in serving his sovereign should surely not often be at odds with her. In the space of today I should change my previous view. Let the positions of the world depend on a single statement from you. If you approve my own purpose, then both may forthwith live; if you go against it, then both should forthwith be killed.”

He said slowly, “In what you have talked of, we should restrict ourselves to the position of the Son of Heaven. As I well know, this is the position of T’ai-tsung the Civil and Military Emperor, and how could your majesty have it for yourself? T’ai-tsung in person went through the spear tips and arrow barbs [of war], and brought [civil] administration to the four seas. The reason that he never sought repose from his toils was surely for the sake of his sons and grandsons; how could it have been for the sake of Wu San-suu? Your majesty is in person the empress of the Great Emperor [Kao-tsung], and when the Great Emperor was lying ill, he had your majesty direct the state as an expendit. After he had passed away, it was fitting that it should revert to his eldest son. But it has been more than ten years now since your majesty suddenly took possession of the sacred vessels. You now discuss the succession, but how is it permissible to make changes. Moreover which is closer, the aunt or the mother? Which is nearer, the son or the nephew?

At this the empress gasped and sobbed, and ordered her entourage to pull up the screen. She stroked his back herself, and called out, “You are not my minister, but the minister of the altars of the T’ang.” She turned
The argument used by Ti Jen-chiê to the empress in this passage, that the empire was not hers to give away to Wu San-suî, resembles the argument used earlier by Hao Ch'ü-chên to the ailing emperor Kao-tsung in 678. Hao stated:

"How much more is this the case because the empire is the empire of the two Sage Emperors Kao-suî and T'ai-tsung, and not your majesty's empire. Truly your majesty should diligently maintain the ancestral temple, and transmit it to your sons and grandsons. Truly, you cannot take the state and give it to someone else, and so show partiality to the emperor's clan."

The appeal Ti makes to the priority of the mother-son relationship over that of aunt and nephew also echoes the wording of Li Chao-te's appeal in 692 to the empress attempting to dissuade her from granting Wu Ch'êng-suî high official position.

Ssu-ma Kuang has only a short comment on this passage, which he probably considered as immediately following passage 3, above. He rejected it because it involved an improbable sequence of events between this time, the third lunar month of 698, and the ninth month, when more reliable sources stated, Li Hsiên was finally made heir-apparent: "If at this time the heir-apparent had already been decided on, then how could it have been only after the interval from the third to the ninth month that [Li Hsiên] was [formally] established as heir-apparent? It was probably because after the prince of Lu-lîng arrived, the empress wished to establish them in accordance with their respective ages, and the heir-apparent [Li Tan] on this basis ceded the position; thus the process was protracted for half a year." Ssu-ma did, however, copy a version of Ti's homily on the strictly patrimonial nature of the state into his main narrative. Fan Chung-yen and Sung Chi also both represented this incident.

5.

The heir-apparent was the overall commander; he was the deputy."

Ssu-ma Kuang quoted this sentence in the k'ao-i simply because it appeared to lend support to his argument that Li Hsiên was first invested as heir-apparent and only then appointed to the nominal field command of the Ho-pêi armies. He had before him a minor discrepancy in dating between the shih-la and another major T'ang source, T'ang li-shu, compiled by Liu Fang. The investiture took place on the fifteenth day (jen-shên) of the ninth month. The shih-la Ti-t'ien stating that on the day hsiên-suî the heir-apparent made a court appearance.

"Li Wen-pei chên 35, p. 1b, CTS 84, pp. 4799-800; THY 51, pp. 887-88; TT 31, p. 341; double column entry.

"TCCT 206, p. 6534.
had Li Hsien given his military appointment on the nineteenth day ["pung-tzu 丙子"]; the *T'ang li* text records the seventeenth day ["chia-hsi 甲戌"], that is, only two days after the investiture. Ti Liang kung chuan, despite its implication to the contrary in excerpt 1, here confirmed Ssu-ma's belief that Li Hsien was first invested as heir-apparent, and then given his nominal military command in Ho-pei.

6.

Chang Chien-chih, Huan Yen-fan, Ching Hui, Ti'sui Hsia-wei 崔玄𬀩, and Yuan Shu-chi 元思己 had all been recommended by him. Once after he had taken a meal and withdrawn, he said to the five, "My grievance is that I am feeble, that I shall pass away ahead of you, and not manage to see your great deeds. I hope that you will protect, love, and carry out fully my basic intention. The five were wholly enlightened and realized his purpose.

When he was bedridden, the five waited on him. They kept him company to the end of the day, but he made no statement. Then after a while his tears fell to the pillow, but he did no more than look at them. When the five had left, they asked each other in turn the reason. Yuan Shu-chi said, "Surely it is because his breath and strength have turned more feeble, and he needs to ask about domestic matters?" Chang Chien-chih said, "I have never heard of a great sage setting aside the state to take counsel with his family."

A moment later, he ordered Chang Chien-chih, Yuan Shu-chi, and Huan Yen-fan to come in, and the remaining two to wait outside the door. He said, "The reason I did not talk just now was because of the other two. For they are men of decision, but not of confidentiality. If I discuss this with them ahead of time, the matter will certainly leak out. Once it has leaked, then the state will be affected, and the [dys]tamic family will be destroyed. But if when the time comes, you do not share it with them, the matter will not proceed either. [Wu] San-ssu, the prince of Liang, should first be apprehended, and then only should you proceed. If this is not done, then it will certainly turn into a great catastrophe."

More than a year later, after Ti had died, the five secretly met in a secluded place, [in order to] go through his words of that time, and to renew their vows. After they had taken away the dishes, they looked at each other and were on the point of speaking, but the time had not come, and they were fearful of going against their previous agreement. They were then on the point of speaking, and stopped yet again, back and forth several times. Then Huan Yen-fan went through [Ti Jen-chih's] words. Before he had finished speaking, from outside the windows they heard a sound like thunder, and suddenly wind and rain came, so that they could not see a foot in front of them. The couch and covers where they sat were all hurled down the steps. The five were afraid, and did not know how to proceed. They said to one another, "This is his extreme loyalty and heroism, availing itself of this supernatural happening to frighten the minds of everyone. He does not want us to discuss this matter in advance. While the time has not yet come, it should not be spoken of again." In a moment, the sky cleared and the sun was bright exactly as before.

When [Chang] I-chih and the others had been executed, Yuan said to Chang [Chien-chih], "The words passed to us long ago were that we should first apprehend [Wu] San-ssu; how can he escape?" Chang [Chien-chih] said, "[All that matters] is that the great undertaking has been completely achieved; this [other matter] is just a ready morsel [for us]." Later the prince of Liang developed relations within the palace [with the empress Wei], and the five were in fact slandered, all to meet with the lives of exiles. The year and month that had been fixed for their rising up and their rejection were not in the slightest degree different from the guidelines of the agreement that he had bequeathed them."

Ssu-ma Kuang treated this highly detailed and colorful episode as summarily as he did the other long dramatic excerpt from the biography. He rejected it on the ground of simple implausibility. He argued that nearly five years after Ti's death, in the spring of 705, it could only have been by coincidence that the "Five Princes" were in metropolitan posts together. Ti could not possibly have known in advance that this would be the situation, nor could he have promoted the five with the specific purpose of having them assist in the plot to establish the heir-apparent.

Moreover if [in Ti's lifetime] it was convenient that [Chang] I-chih be executed and if the heir-apparent had the potential to be established, then [Ti] was himself a chief minister, so why should he have waited five years, needed [Chang] Chien-chih and the others, and only then brought it into the open? This is probably because the composer of the biography, following up the five's success in setting up the restoration, made a forced correspondence of these episodes, stating that all five had been recommended by [Ti] and been instructed by him.

Ssu-ma also quoted the sentences of dialogue, in which Yuan Shu-chi tried to persuade Chang Chien-chih to kill Wu San-ssu, in his k'ao-i at a later point in the narrative. He did so to refute *Yu shih t'ai chi*, which here differed from other

---
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sources in representing Chang Chien-chih as trying to persuade Huan Yen-fan to kill Wu San-ssu. Ssu-ma demonstrated that, on the contrary, Chang Chien-chih, Huan Yen-fan, and Ching Hui had all wished to refrain from unnecessary slaughter. He also incidentally indicated that there was a source for the biography's remark, "He (Wu San-ssu) is just a ready morsel [for us]; how could he escape?" Ssu-ma quoted the *Hsin Tang shu* biography of Huan Yen-fan, in which this remark, in slightly different form, was put into the mouth of Huan rather than that of Chang Chien-chih: "He is a ready morsel, let him be kept back as a gift for the Son of Heaven." Here again was an example of the biography's capacity to appropriate remarks from a minor to a major figure in the story.

7. [Ti Jen-chieh] had bestowed on him a purple robe and a turtle belt. The empress herself embroidered [the following] twelve characters in gold [on the robe], as a public commendation of his loyalty: "You have spread abroad the correct methods of administration. You have maintained your purity and diligence. You have given encouragement to my ministers." 76

This episode is recorded in Ti's *Hsin Tang shu* biography. The twelve characters are also entered in *Ch'ien Tang shih*, with the source quoted as *Ti kung chia chuan*. This is likely to be a variant title for the *Ti Liang kung chuan*, and makes it seem the probable source for *Hsin Tang shu*. This record is the only one of a number of special honors conferred by the empress on Ti that can be traced to the informal biography. It remains very possible that Ssu-ma Kuang, Fan Chung-yen, and Sung Chi drew others, not mentioned in *Chiu Tang shu* or in other anecdotal sources, from the biography.

This examination of the seven excerpts from *Ti Liang kung chuan* that have survived has shown that the work relates unsatisfactorily to earlier sources that covered the same ground, notably the revised *shih-lu* for the reign of the empress Wu, Wu Tse-tsun *shih-lu* compiled by Liu Chih-chi and Wu Ching, presented in 716. It also has a complex relationship with the other anecdotal sources that span this period, especially *Ch'ao yeh ch'ien tsai*. Whether or not the biography also entirely deserves Ssu-ma Kuang's epithet "crude" is perhaps another question. Its author was clearly well informed about the court discussions on the succession issue. He was able to incorporate into his narrative speeches that were allusive and scholarly in their tone, and that can certainly stand comparison with other speeches made in the T'ang court. Most if not all of the positions

Ti is portrayed as having adopted in resisting the empress were historically within the compass of possibility: they were adopted by other, less well-known, officials. Though the scene before the empress is clearly a romanticized one, the points that he made to her were not in themselves ahistorical.

Yet the biography clearly contains information that is inherently far-fetched. It is more adulatory in style and less dispassionate than the standard official biography. Its narrative standpoint differs from the majority of freer biographies from the eighth century: it is apparently neither that of the researcher who has located fresh information nor that of the witness who has seen events that the official accounts omitted. It portrays Ti as a supreme hero, a man driven by profound moral energy to resist evil forces and to plan ahead for the T'ang restoration. So great is his authority that even the cosmic forces respond to it. At the same time, paradoxically, Ti is portrayed as a loyal servant of the empress, who had special access to her presence, and whom she went out of her way to honor.

CONCLUSION

This article has described the process by which the political legend of Ti Jen-chieh developed. It has shown how the historical Ti Jen-chieh had had as vigorous and varied an official career, in court and provinces, as any general-service official of the period. His life had been endangered by demonstrably evil men at several points. He had served through the whole of the Wu-Chou reign, and had somehow remained aloof from the corruption of the late-seventh-century court. In the words of Chang Cho, adapting the *Analects* of Confucius, he had "withstood black dye," or in Tu Fu's eloquent image, "made an unsullied crossing." He had a large following of officials, a "storehouseful of ministers" who were loyal to him. Some of them were much younger than he was, and it is likely that as they pursued their successful careers under Hsuan-tsung they built up the tradition that he was in some way an immaculate figure and that he had planned ahead for the renewal of T'ang political prosperity.

Then in the mid-eighth century, more than fifty years after his death, the An Lu-shan rebellion demonstrated that under crisis the loyalty of official scholars themselves could not be taken for granted. The post-rebellion official community now saw loyalty as a harsh test of moral and physical courage in the service of the dynasty, which now stood still more in need of heroes. The longer biographies for rebellion or post-rebellion loyalists that now appeared are an indication of the demand for accounts of brave and loyal service to the beleaguered T'ang. But the T'ang restoration of 705 was also seen in retrospect as a major
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dynastic crisis. The successful resolution of the dynasty's difficulties that followed 705 ushered in the great age of Hsuan-tsung, the most resplendent era that China had seen. The “Five Princes” were seen as the immediate agents of the coup against the Chungs in 705, and were increasingly honored by the state and in eighth-century lore. But there was a need to create a further hero. None of those who had argued for the restoration of Li Hsien as heir-apparent was suitable, because they had been involved in the corrupt and brutal politics of the empress's reign. Li Chao-te, though an opponent of both Lai Chun-ch'en and the Wu princes, was greatly resentful in the period when he held power. Chi Hsu had a record of cruelty, and his status was further reduced in the second half of Hsuan-tsung's reign by the conduct of his nephew Chi Wen 吉溫, a sadistic agent of the detested Li Lin-fu. The Chang brothers, the “Two Lackeys,” were still less acceptable, and from the T'ien-pao period their blood connection with the hated chief minister Yang Kuo-chung 楊國忠 even further increased the odium against them.

There had also been from early on a strong hearsay tradition that, in the competition over the empress Wu's succession, Ti Jen-chieh had intervened at court in favor of Li Hsien. In explaining the fictionalized and romanticized account of Ti's exploits at court, an important fact is that from the earliest surviving account of it, in Kao Shih's verse tribute to Ti of 731, his intervention was consistently described as “secret.” It was precisely the supposedly clandestine character of Ti's role in the succession dispute and the fact that it was not documented in the earliest official records of the period that allowed his role to become exaggerated by his followers, and by society more generally, then to be taken up by those who wished to advertise their loyalty to the dynasty and finally by the dynasty itself. His role as a loyalist, though it was described as “secret,” was filled out. He became the “single pillar,” the man who “bound the severed cord” of the Li-T'ang line, and, improbably, the tutor and guide to the “Five Princes” whose decisive intervention came five years after his death. This was a configuration that had religious and iconographical parallels, for Confucius had been the teacher of the “ten wise men,” and the Buddha had his small inner group of disciples. The very high status Ti enjoyed as the mentor of the “Five Princes” enabled the composer of Ti Liang kung chuan to gather in and amplify hearsay and anecdote surrounding the court of the empress, to make Ti its central figure, and to suggest that even supernatural forces responded to him.

In turn, the prestige that Ti had acquired in T'ang lore and through Ti Liang kung chuan was fed back into the official accounts of the restoration, and from the tenth century Ti's image as the leading figure in planning it became generally accepted. Only Su-ma Kuang retained a measure of scepticism, and in citing and rejecting passages of the biography provided a key to the problem of Ti's inflated reputation.

But Ti Jen-chieh's ascent to cult status, although dubiously justified by the facts of his life, has its own claim to historical importance. He represents an early and relatively well-documented example in Chinese history of a high-ranking official promoted as an empire-wide, rather than merely local, cult figure from a matter of decades after his death. He was revered among the elite as a symbol of loyalty, and at the same time acknowledged by a wider community as a daring and effective administrator. The wide appeal of his cult is borne out both by the existence of local shrines and steles for him and by the many anecdotes celebrating his panache at court and in the provinces. His cult, and the lore that surrounded it, demonstrate the “continual dialogue [between] the … high culture of intellectuals, the official culture of the state and the common culture of everyday work.” They show, too, how the state could promote symbols, while tacitly accepting that these symbols might have different value for different elements in society. They indicate that, in the medieval period, as later, there was unlikely to have been a simple cleavage between elite, state-centered, views of a cult figure and his position in wider society. Nor did the contempt Ti Jen-chieh had shown for local religious cults prevent him from becoming in turn a focus for worship. Rather he transcended social divisions and interests and even what appear superficially to have been mutually exclusive views of the supernatural world. That such a remarkable figure should have gone on, over twelve centuries later, to enjoy a worldwide reputation in yet another, radically implausible, guise seems not inappropriate.
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